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6.0 Cultural Heritage 

This section of the Project File contains all of the completed checklists required by the Ministry of Tourism 
Culture and Sport along with the supporting documentation for each.  A summary of each assessment has 
been included below. 

6.1 Archaeological Assessment 

A Stage 1 Archaeological Background Assessment of the area of study for the Oldcastle Stormwater 
Master Plan was undertaken by AMICK Consultants Limited.  A copy of AMICK’s report can be found in 
this section of the Project File. 

Conclusions and Recommendations: 

 The Stage 1 Assessment identified the study area as having archaeological potential. 
Therefore, with the potential for archaeological resources a Stage 2 Archaeological 
Assessment is recommended for specific areas designated for improvements; 

 The Provincial interest in archaeological resources with respect to the proposed 
undertaking remains to be addressed; 

 A pedestrian survey and test pit survey at 5 metre intervals are recommended; 

 A property inspection by a licensed archaeologist should be conducted to - identify areas 
with a steepness of slope >20 that might be excluded from a Stage 2 Property Assessment; 
and to identify the footprints of existing or former structures within the study area; 

 Low-lying and wet areas can only be identified and excluded from a Stage 2 Property 
Assessment if confirmed by a licensed archaeologist, and; 

 It is recommended that no disturbances or removal of vegetation shall take place within 
the study area prior to the acceptance and registration of a report indicating that all 
archaeological concerns have been addressed and that no further studies are warranted. 

6.2 Cultural Heritage Assessment 

AECOM was retained to complete a desktop Cultural Heritage Screening Review for the purpose of 
identifying recognised and potential cultural heritage resources within the Master Plan Study Area.   

No listed or designated properties were identified.  However, four potential built heritage resources were 
identified within the Study Area 

 2170 Talbot Road – Residential building 

 1780 Talbot Road – Residential building 

 2725 Talbot Road – Residential building 

 3885 North Talbot Road – Residential building 

No Cultural Heritage Landscapes were noted in the report. 

AECOM recommends that if project planning identifies the potential for the project to result in impacts to 
buildings, structures, or landscape components within the Study Area, a qualified heritage consultant 
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should be retained to identify potential future reporting requirements, including Cultural Heritage 
Evaluation Reports (CHER) or Heritage Impact Assessments (HIA).  
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November 07, 2019       Email Only 
 
Liz Michaud 
Landmark Engineers Inc. 
2280 Ambassador Drive 
Windsor, ON  N9C 4E4 
lmichaud@landmarkengineers.ca  
 
MHSTCI File : 0011548 
Your File : 19-101 
Proponent : Town of Tecumseh 
Subject : Notice of Intent 
Project : Oldcastle Stormwater Master Plan 
Location : Oldcastle Business Park, Town of Tecumseh 

 
Dear Ms. Michaud: 
 
Thank you for providing the Ministry of Heritage, Sport, Tourism and Culture Industries (MHSTCI) 
with the Notice of Intent for the above-referenced project.  MHSTCI’s interest in this master plan 
project relates to its mandate of conserving Ontario’s cultural heritage, which includes: 

• archaeological resources (including land and marine) 

• built heritage resources (including bridges and monuments) 

• cultural heritage landscapes 
 
Under the Municipal Class Environmental Assessment (EA) process, the proponent is required to 
determine a project’s potential impact on cultural heritage resources.  Developing and reviewing 
inventories of known and potential cultural heritage resources within the study area can identify 
specific resources that may play a significant role in guiding the evaluation of alternatives for 
subsequent project-driven EAs.  
 
Project Summary 
The Town of Tecumseh has initiated a study of the Oldcastle Business Park to review the capacity 
of the current storm sewer system for current and future development.  This study is in fulfillment 
of Approach #2 for master plans under the Municipal Class EA and is proceeding as a Schedule 
B undertaking.  
 
Identifying Cultural Heritage Resources 
While some cultural heritage resources may have already been formally identified, others may be 
identified through screening and evaluation.  Indigenous communities may have knowledge that 
can contribute to the identification of cultural heritage resources and we suggest that any 
engagement with Indigenous communities includes a discussion about known or potential cultural 
heritage resources that are of value to these communities. Municipal heritage committees, 
historical societies and other local heritage organisations may also have knowledge that 
contributes to the identification of cultural heritage resources. 
 
Archaeological Resources 
This master plan project may impact archaeological resources and should be screened using the 
MHSTCI Criteria for Evaluating Archaeological Potential and Criteria for Evaluating Marine 
Archaeological Potential to determine if an archaeological assessment will be needed for 
subsequent project-driven Municipal Class EAs.    MHSTCI archaeological sites data are available 
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at archaeology@ontario.ca and if the master plan study area exhibits archaeological potential or 
encompasses archaeological sites of cultural heritage value or interest, this data should be used 
in the evaluation of alternatives. 
 
Built Heritage Resources and Cultural Heritage Landscapes 
The MHSTCI Criteria for Evaluating Potential for Built Heritage and Cultural Heritage Landscapes 
should be completed to help determine whether this EA project may impact cultural heritage 
resources.  The clerk for the Town of Tecumseh can provide information on property registered 
or designated under the OHA.  Municipal heritage planners can also provide information that will 
assist in completing the checklist.  A determination of whether the master plan study area impacts 
potential or known heritage resources of cultural heritage value or interest should be used in the 
evaluation of alternatives. 
 
If subsequent project-driven Municipal Class EAs may impact potential or known heritage 
resources, MHSTCI recommends that a heritage impact assessment (HIA) be prepared by a 
qualified consultant, with recent and relevant experience, to assess potential project impacts. Our 
Ministry’s Info Sheet #5: Heritage Impact Assessments and Conservation Plans outlines the 
scope of HIAs.  Please send the HIA to MHSTCI and the Town for review and make it available 
to local organisations or individuals who have expressed an interest in its review.  
 
Environmental Assessment Reporting 
All technical cultural heritage studies and their recommendations are to be addressed and 
incorporated into the master plan project.  Please advise MHSTCI whether any technical heritage 
studies have been initiated for this project and provide a copy to MHSTCI prior to issuing a Notice 
of Completion.  If your screening has identified no known or potential cultural heritage resources, 
or no impacts to these resources, please include a copy of the completed checklists and 
supporting documentation in the EA report. 
 
Thank you for consulting MHSTCI on this project and please continue to do so throughout the EA 
process.  If you have any questions or require clarification, do not hesitate to contact the 
undersigned. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Katherine Kirzati 
Heritage Planner 
Heritage Planning Unit 
katherine.kirzati@ontario.ca   
 
c: John Henderson, Town of Tecumseh 
 
 
 
 
 
 
It is the sole responsibility of proponents to ensure that any information and documentation submitted as part of their EA report 
or file is accurate.  MHSTCI makes no representation or warranty as to the completeness, accuracy or quality of any checklists, 
reports or supporting documentation submitted as part of the EA process and in no way shall MHSTCI be liable for any harm, 
damages, costs, expenses, losses, claims or actions that may result if any checklists, reports or supporting documents are 
discovered to be inaccurate, incomplete, misleading or fraudulent. 
 
Please notify MHSTCI if archaeological resources are impacted by EA project work.  All activities impacting archaeological 
resources must cease immediately and a licensed archaeologist is required to carry out an archaeological assessment in 
accordance with the Ontario Heritage Act and the Standards and Guidelines for Consultant Archaeologists. 
 
If human remains are encountered, all activities must cease immediately and the local police as well as the Registrar, Burials of 
the Ministry of Government and Consumer Services (416.326.8800) must be contacted.  In situations where human remains are 
associated with archaeological resources, MHSTCI should also be notified to ensure that the site is not subject to unlicensed 
alterations which would be a contravention of the Ontario Heritage Act. 
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Ministry of Tourism,
Culture and Sport

Programs & Services Branch
401 Bay Street, Suite 1700
Toronto ON M7A 0A7

Criteria for Evaluating
Archaeological Potential
A Checklist for the Non-Specialist

The purpose of the checklist is to determine:

• if a property(ies) or project area may contain archaeological resources i.e., have archaeological potential

• it includes all areas that may be impacted by project activities, including – but not limited to:

• the main project area

• temporary storage

• staging and working areas

• temporary roads and detours

Processes covered under this checklist, such as:

• Planning Act

• Environmental Assessment Act

• Aggregates Resources Act

• Ontario Heritage Act – Standards and Guidelines for Conservation of Provincial Heritage Properties

Archaeological assessment

If you are not sure how to answer one or more of the questions on the checklist, you may want to hire a licensed consultant
archaeologist (see page 4 for definitions) to undertake an archaeological assessment.

The assessment will help you:

• identify, evaluate and protect archaeological resources on your property or project area

• reduce potential delays and risks to your project

Note: By law, archaeological assessments must be done by a licensed consultant archaeologist. Only a licensed archaeologist
can assess – or alter – an archaeological site.

What to do if you:

• find an archaeological resource

If you find something you think may be of archaeological value during project work, you must – by law – stop all
activities immediately and contact a licensed consultant archaeologist

The archaeologist will carry out the fieldwork in compliance with the Ontario Heritage Act [s.48(1)].

• unearth a burial site

If you find a burial site containing human remains, you must immediately notify the appropriate authorities (i.e., police,
coroner’s office, and/or Registrar of Cemeteries) and comply with the Funeral, Burial and Cremation Services Act.

Other checklists

Please use a separate checklist for your project, if:

• you are seeking a Renewable Energy Approval under Ontario Regulation 359/09 – separate checklist

• your Parent Class EA document has an approved screening criteria (as referenced in Question 1)

Please refer to the Instructions pages when completing this form.
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Project or Property Name

Project or Property Location (upper and lower or single tier municipality)

Proponent Name

Proponent Contact Information

Screening Questions

Yes No

1. Is there a pre-approved screening checklist, methodology or process in place?

If Yes, please follow the pre-approved screening checklist, methodology or process.

If No, continue to Question 2.

Yes No

2. Has an archaeological assessment been prepared for the property (or project area) and been accepted by
MTCS?

If Yes, do not complete the rest of the checklist. You are expected to follow the recommendations in the
archaeological assessment report(s).

The proponent, property owner and/or approval authority will:

• summarize the previous assessment

• add this checklist to the project file, with the appropriate documents that demonstrate an archaeological
assessment was undertaken e.g., MTCS letter stating acceptance of archaeological assessment report

The summary and appropriate documentation may be:

• submitted as part of a report requirement e.g., environmental assessment document

• maintained by the property owner, proponent or approval authority

If No, continue to Question 3.

Yes No

3. Are there known archaeological sites on or within 300 metres of the property (or the project area)?

Yes No

4. Is there Aboriginal or local knowledge of archaeological sites on or within 300 metres of the property (or project
area)?

Yes No

5. Is there Aboriginal knowledge or historically documented evidence of past Aboriginal use on or within 300
metres of the property (or project area)?

Yes No

6. Is there a known burial site or cemetery on the property or adjacent to the property (or project area)?

Yes No

7. Has the property (or project area) been recognized for its cultural heritage value?

If Yes to any of the above questions (3 to 7), do not complete the checklist. Instead, you need to hire a licensed
consultant archaeologist to undertake an archaeological assessment of your property or project area.

If No, continue to question 8.

Yes No

8. Has the entire property (or project area) been subjected to recent, extensive and intensive disturbance?

If Yes to the preceding question, do not complete the checklist. Instead, please keep and maintain a summary of
documentation that provides evidence of the recent disturbance.

An archaeological assessment is not required.

If No, continue to question 9.

Oldcastle Stormwater Master Plan Class Environmental Assessment

Oldcastle, Tecumseh, Ontario - See attached project location map

Liz Michaud, Landmark Engineers Inc. - On behalf of the Town of Tecumseh

lmichaud@landmarkengineers.ca, 2280 Ambadssador Drive, Windsor, ON N9C 4E4
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Yes No

9. Are there present or past water sources within 300 metres of the property (or project area)?

If Yes, an archaeological assessment is required.

If No, continue to question 10.

Yes No

10. Is there evidence of two or more of the following on the property (or project area)?

• elevated topography

• pockets of well-drained sandy soil

• distinctive land formations

• resource extraction areas

• early historic settlement

• early historic transportation routes

If Yes, an archaeological assessment is required.

If No, there is low potential for archaeological resources at the property (or project area).

The proponent, property owner and/or approval authority will:

• summarize the conclusion

• add this checklist with the appropriate documentation to the project file

The summary and appropriate documentation may be:

• submitted as part of a report requirement e.g., under the Environmental Assessment Act, Planning Act
processes

• maintained by the property owner, proponent or approval authority
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Instructions

Please have the following available, when requesting information related to the screening questions below:

• a clear map showing the location and boundary of the property or project area

• large scale and small scale showing nearby township names for context purposes

• the municipal addresses of all properties within the project area

• the lot(s), concession(s), and parcel number(s) of all properties within a project area

In this context, the following definitions apply:

• consultant archaeologist means, as defined in Ontario regulation as an archaeologist who enters into an
agreement with a client to carry out or supervise archaeological fieldwork on behalf of the client, produce reports for
or on behalf of the client and provide technical advice to the client. In Ontario, these people also are required to hold
a valid professional archaeological licence issued by the Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport.

• proponent means a person, agency, group or organization that carries out or proposes to carry out an undertaking
or is the owner or person having charge, management or control of an undertaking.

1. Is there a pre-approved screening checklist, methodology or process in place?

An existing checklist, methodology or process may be already in place for identifying archaeological potential, including:

• one prepared and adopted by the municipality e.g., archaeological management plan

• an environmental assessment process e.g., screening checklist for municipal bridges

• one that is approved by the Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport under the Ontario government‘s Standards &
Guidelines for Conservation of Provincial Heritage Properties [s. B.2.]

2. Has an archaeological assessment been prepared for the property (or project area) and been accepted by MTCS?

Respond ‘yes’ to this question, if all of the following are true:

• an archaeological assessment report has been prepared and is in compliance with MTCS requirements

• a letter has been sent by MTCS to the licensed archaeologist confirming that MTCS has added the report to the
Ontario Public Register of Archaeological Reports (Register)

• the report states that there are no concerns regarding impacts to archaeological sites

Otherwise, if an assessment has been completed and deemed compliant by the MTCS, and the ministry recommends further
archaeological assessment work, this work will need to be completed.

For more information about archaeological assessments, contact:

• approval authority

• proponent

• consultant archaeologist

• Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport at archaeology@ontario.ca

3. Are there known archaeological sites on or within 300 metres of the property (or project area)?

MTCS maintains a database of archaeological sites reported to the ministry.

For more information, contact MTCS Archaeological Data Coordinator at archaeology@ontario.ca.

4. Is there Aboriginal or local knowledge of archaeological sites on or within 300 metres of the property?

Check with:

• Aboriginal communities in your area

• local municipal staff

They may have information about archaeological sites that are not included in MTCS’ database.

Other sources of local knowledge may include:

• property owner

• local heritage organizations and historical societies

• local museums

• municipal heritage committee

• published local histories
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5. Is there Aboriginal knowledge or historically documented evidence of past Aboriginal use on or within 300 metres of
the property (or property area)?

Check with:

• Aboriginal communities in your area

• local municipal staff

Other sources of local knowledge may include:

• property owner

• local heritage organizations and historical societies

• local museums

• municipal heritage committee

• published local histories

6. Is there a known burial site or cemetery on the property or adjacent to the property (or project area)?

For more information on known cemeteries and/or burial sites, see:

• Cemeteries Regulation Unit, Ontario Ministry of Consumer Services – for database of registered cemeteries

• Ontario Genealogical Society (OGS) – to locate records of Ontario cemeteries, both currently and no longer in
existence; cairns, family plots and burial registers

• Canadian County Atlas Digital Project – to locate early cemeteries

In this context, ‘adjacent’ means ‘contiguous’, or as otherwise defined in a municipal official plan.

7. Has the property (or project area) been recognized for its cultural heritage value?

There is a strong chance there may be archaeological resources on your property (or immediate area) if it has been listed,
designated or otherwise identified as being of cultural heritage value by:

• your municipality

• Ontario government

• Canadian government

This includes a property that is:

• designated under Ontario Heritage Act (the OHA ), including:

• individual designation (Part IV)

• part of a heritage conservation district (Part V)

• an archaeological site (Part VI)

• subject to:

• an agreement, covenant or easement entered into under the OHA (Parts II or IV)

• a notice of intention to designate (Part IV)

• a heritage conservation district study area by-law (Part V) of the OHA

• listed on:

• a municipal register or inventory of heritage properties

• Ontario government’s list of provincial heritage properties

• Federal government’s list of federal heritage buildings

• part of a:

• National Historic Site

• UNESCO World Heritage Site

• designated under:

• Heritage Railway Station Protection Act

• Heritage Lighthouse Protection Act

• subject of a municipal, provincial or federal commemorative or interpretive plaque.

To determine if your property or project area is covered by any of the above, see:

• Part A of the MTCS Criteria for Evaluating Potential for Built Heritage and Cultural Heritage Landscapes
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Part VI – Archaeological Sites

Includes five sites designated by the Minister under Regulation 875 of the Revised Regulation of Ontario, 1990 (Archaeological
Sites) and 3 marine archaeological sites prescribed under Ontario Regulation 11/06.

For more information, check Regulation 875 and Ontario Regulation 11/06.

8. Has the entire property (or project area) been subjected to recent extensive and intensive ground disturbance?

Recent: after-1960

Extensive: over all or most of the area

Intensive: thorough or complete disturbance

Examples of ground disturbance include:

• quarrying

• major landscaping – involving grading below topsoil

• building footprints and associated construction area

• where the building has deep foundations or a basement

• infrastructure development such as:

• sewer lines

• gas lines

• underground hydro lines

• roads

• any associated trenches, ditches, interchanges. Note: this applies only to the excavated part of the right-of-way;
the remainder of the right-of-way or corridor may not have been impacted.

A ground disturbance does not include:

• agricultural cultivation

• gardening

• landscaping

Site visits

You can typically get this information from a site visit. In that case, please document your visit in the process (e.g., report) with:

• photographs

• maps

• detailed descriptions

If a disturbance isn’t clear from a site visit or other research, you need to hire a licensed consultant archaeologist to undertake an
archaeological assessment.

9. Are there present or past water bodies within 300 metres of the property (or project area)?

Water bodies are associated with past human occupations and use of the land. About 80-90% of archaeological sites are found
within 300 metres of water bodies.

Present

• Water bodies:

• primary - lakes, rivers, streams, creeks

• secondary - springs, marshes, swamps and intermittent streams and creeks

• accessible or inaccessible shoreline, for example:

• high bluffs

• swamps

• marsh fields by the edge of a lake

• sandbars stretching into marsh
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Water bodies not included:

• man-made water bodies, for example:

• temporary channels for surface drainage

• rock chutes and spillways

• temporarily ponded areas that are normally farmed

• dugout ponds

• artificial bodies of water intended for storage, treatment or recirculation of:

• runoff from farm animal yards

• manure storage facilities

• sites and outdoor confinement areas

Past

Features indicating past water bodies:

• raised sand or gravel beach ridges – can indicate glacial lake shorelines

• clear dip in the land – can indicate an old river or stream

• shorelines of drained lakes or marshes

• cobble beaches

You can get information about water bodies through:

• a site visit

• aerial photographs

• 1:10,000 scale Ontario Base Maps - or equally detailed and scaled maps.

10. Is there evidence of two or more of the following on the property (or project area)?

• elevated topography

• pockets of well-drained sandy soil

• distinctive land formations

• resource extraction areas

• early historic settlement

• early historic transportation routes

• Elevated topography

Higher ground and elevated positions - surrounded by low or level topography - often indicate past settlement and land use.

Features such as eskers, drumlins, sizeable knolls, plateaus next to lowlands, or other such features are a strong indication
of archaeological potential.

Find out if your property or project area has elevated topography, through:

• site inspection

• aerial photographs

• topographical maps

• Pockets of well-drained sandy soil, especially within areas of heavy soil or rocky ground

Sandy, well-drained soil - in areas characterized by heavy soil or rocky ground - may indicate archaeological potential

Find out if your property or project area has sandy soil through:

• site inspection

• soil survey reports
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• Distinctive land formations

Distinctive land formations include – but are not limited to:

• waterfalls

• rock outcrops

• rock faces

• caverns

• mounds, etc.

They were often important to past inhabitants as special or sacred places. The following sites may be present – or close to –
these formations:

• burials

• structures

• offerings

• rock paintings or carvings

Find out if your property or project areas has a distinctive land formation through:

• a site visit

• aerial photographs

• 1:10,000 scale Ontario Base Maps - or equally detailed and scaled maps.

• Resource extraction areas

The following resources were collected in these extraction areas:

• food or medicinal plants e.g., migratory routes, spawning areas, prairie

• scarce raw materials e.g., quartz, copper, ochre or outcrops of chert

• resources associated with early historic industry e.g., fur trade, logging, prospecting, mining

Aboriginal communities may hold traditional knowledge about their past use or resources in the area.

• Early historic settlement

Early Euro-Canadian settlement include – but are not limited to:

• early military or pioneer settlement e.g., pioneer homesteads, isolated cabins, farmstead complexes

• early wharf or dock complexes

• pioneers churches and early cemeteries

For more information, see below – under the early historic transportation routes.

• Early historic transportation routes - such as trails, passes, roads, railways, portage routes, canals.

For more information, see:

• historical maps and/or historical atlases

• for information on early settlement patterns such as trails (including Aboriginal trails), monuments, structures,
fences, mills, historic roads, rail corridors, canals, etc.

• Archives of Ontario holds a large collection of historical maps and historical atlases

• digital versions of historic atlases are available on the Canadian County Atlas Digital Project 

• commemorative markers or plaques such as local, provincial or federal agencies

• municipal heritage committee or other local heritage organizations

• for information on early historic settlements or landscape features (e.g., fences, mill races, etc.)

• for information on commemorative markers or plaques
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2.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
This report describes the results of the 2019 Stage 1 Archaeological Background Assessment 
of Part of Lot 302, 303, 304, 305 and Lot 306 and 307, Talbot Road South Side, Part of Lot 
300, 301, 302, 306 and Lot 303, 304, 305, Talbot Road North Side, Lot 11 and 12, 
Concession 7, Lot 10 and 11, Concession 8 and Part of Lot 12 and 13, Concession 6, Part of 
Lot 13, Concession 7 and Part of Lot 12 and 13, Concession 8, (Geographic Township of 
Sandwich) Town of Tecumseh, County of Essex, conducted by AMICK Consultants Limited.  
This study was conducted under Professional Archaeologist License #P058 issued to Michael 
Henry by the Minister of Tourism, Culture and Sport for the Province of Ontario.  This 
assessment was undertaken as a requirement under the Planning Act (RSO 1990) and the 
Provincial Policy Statement (2014) in order to support a Site Plan and companion Zoning 
By-law Amendment application as part of the pre-submission process.  Within the land use 
planning and development context, Ontario Regulation 544/06 under the Planning Act 
(1990b) requires an evaluation of archaeological potential and, where applicable, an 
archaeological assessment report completed by an archaeologist licensed by the Ministry of 
Tourism, Culture and Sport (MTCS).  Policy 2.6 of the Provincial Policy Statement (PPS 
2014) addresses archaeological resources. All work was conducted in conformity with 
Ontario Ministry of Tourism and Culture (MTC) Standards and Guidelines for Consultant 
Archaeologists (MTC 2011), the Ontario Heritage Act (RSO 1990a). 
 
AMICK Consultants Limited was engaged by the proponent to undertake a Stage 1 
Archaeological Background Study of lands potentially affected by the proposed undertaking.  
A Stage 1 Property Inspection of the study area was not conducted, as they are not strictly 
required as part of a Stage 1 Background Study. Accordingly, current conditions within the 
study area could not be documented sufficiently to permit exemption of any portions of the 
study area from Stage 2 Property Assessment should this study indicate archaeological 
potential.  All records and documentation related to the conduct and findings of these 
investigations are held at the Lakelands District corporate offices of AMICK Consultants 
Limited until such time that they can be transferred to an agency or institution approved by 
the Ontario Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport (MTCS) on behalf of the government and 
citizens of Ontario. 
 
STAGE 1 RECOMMENDATIONS: 
 
The study area has been identified as a property that exhibits potential to yield archaeological 
deposits of Cultural Heritage Value or Interest (CHVI).  The objectives of the Stage 1 
Background Study have therefore been met and in accordance with the results of this 
investigation, the following recommendations are made: 
 

1. Further archaeological assessment of the study area is warranted; 
2. The Provincial interest in archaeological resources with respect to the proposed 

undertaking remains to be addressed; 
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3. The proposed undertaking has a potential for archaeological resources and a 
Stage 2 Archaeological Assessment is recommended; 

4. A pedestrian survey at an interval of 5 metres between individual transects is 
recommended for any areas where ploughing is viable that have been subject to 
agricultural tillage in the past; 

5. A test pit survey at 5 metre intervals between individual test pits is recommended 
in all areas that are not viable to be ploughed and are at a less than (<) 20 
degree change in elevation; 

6. The steepness of any slopes within the study area must be determined through a 
Property Inspection since slopes at an angle of greater than (>) 20 degrees have 
low archaeological potential and may be excluded from Stage 2 Property 
Assessment; 

7. The footprints of existing or former structures within the study area can only be 
identified and be excluded from Stage 2 Property Assessment if confirmed by a 
licensed archaeologist through a Property Inspection and employing the required 
standards to document such areas; 

8. Areas of disturbance can only be identified and be excluded from Stage 2 
Property Assessment if confirmed by a licensed archaeologist through a Property 
Inspection and employing the required standards to document such areas; 

9. Low-lying and wet areas can only be identified and be excluded from Stage 2 
Property Assessment if confirmed by a licensed archaeologist through a Property 
Inspection and employing the required standards to document such areas; 

10. No soil disturbances or removal of vegetation shall take place within the study 
area prior to the acceptance of a report recommending that all archaeological 
concerns for the study area have been addressed and that no further 
archaeological studies are warranted into the Provincial Registry of 
Archaeological reports maintained by MTCS; 
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5.0 PROJECT CONTEXT 
 
5.1  DEVELOPMENT CONTEXT  
 
This report describes the results of the 2019 Stage 1 Archaeological Background Assessment 
of Part of Lot 302, 303, 304, 305 and Lot 306 and 307, Talbot Road South Side, Part of Lot 
300, 301, 302, 306 and Lot 303, 304, 305, Talbot Road North Side, Lot 11 and 12, 
Concession 7, Lot 10 and 11, Concession 8 and Part of Lot 12 and 13, Concession 6, Part of 
Lot 13, Concession 7 and Part of Lot 12 and 13, Concession 8, (Geographic Township of 
Sandwich) Town of Tecumseh, County of Essex, conducted by AMICK Consultants Limited.  
This study was conducted under Professional Archaeologist License #P058 issued to Michael 
Henry by the Minister of Tourism, Culture and Sport for the Province of Ontario.  This 
assessment was undertaken as a requirement under the Planning Act (RSO 1990) and the 
Provincial Policy Statement (2014) in order to support a Site Plan and companion Zoning 
By-law Amendment application as part of the pre-submission process.  Within the land use 
planning and development context, Ontario Regulation 544/06 under the Planning Act 
(1990b) requires an evaluation of archaeological potential and, where applicable, an 
archaeological assessment report completed by an archaeologist licensed by the Ministry of 
Tourism, Culture and Sport (MTCS).  Policy 2.6 of the Provincial Policy Statement (PPS 
2014) addresses archaeological resources. All work was conducted in conformity with 
Ontario Ministry of Tourism and Culture (MTC) Standards and Guidelines for Consultant 
Archaeologists (MTC 2011), the Ontario Heritage Act (RSO 1990a). 
 
AMICK Consultants Limited was engaged by the proponent to undertake a Stage 1 
Archaeological Background Study of lands potentially affected by the proposed undertaking.  
A Stage 1 Property Inspection of the study area was not conducted, as they are not strictly 
required as part of a Stage 1 Background Study. Accordingly, current conditions within the 
study area could not be documented sufficiently to permit exemption of any portions of the 
study area from Stage 2 Property Assessment should this study indicate archaeological 
potential.  All records and documentation related to the conduct and findings of these 
investigations are held at the Lakelands District corporate offices of AMICK Consultants 
Limited until such time that they can be transferred to an agency or institution approved by 
the Ontario Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport (MTCS) on behalf of the government and 
citizens of Ontario. 
 
At the time of preparing this report a development plan had not been provided to AMICK 
Consultants Limited. Instead a location map showing the extent of the proposed undertaking 
was provided and is reproduced within this report as Map 3. 
 
5.2  HISTORICAL CONTEXT  
 
5.2.1 GENERAL HISTORICAL OUTLINE 
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Essex County was among the first areas of Ontario to be settled.  The original settlers were 
primarily disbanded French soldiers or former fur traders.  Permanent settlement began on 
what was to become the Canadian side of the Detroit River in 1747, at this time these lands 
were largely inhabited by native peoples, both the Huron and the Ottawas had villages in the 
area (Connecting Windsor-Essex 2011). 
 
Sandwich was one of the original towns in Essex County and grew up across the river from 
the fort on the Detroit side.  Although settlement had begun earlier the town of Sandwich was 
established in 1796 when the British gave up Detroit in accordance with the Jay Treaty.  
Many of the early settlers were Loyalists who chose to remain loyal to the crown and settled 
therefore on the Canadian side of the river.  In 1845 an act to better define counties and 
townships in Ontario defined the Boundaries of the Township of Sandwich (Connecting 
Windsor-Essex 2011). 
 
Map 2 is a facsimile segment of the Township of Sandwich map reproduced from The Essex 
Supplement in Illustrated Atlas of the Dominion of Canada (Belden, H. & Co. 1881). Map 2 
illustrates the location of the study area and environs as of 1881. The study area is shown 
encompass (completely or partially) properties owned by J. Driscoll, A. Cole, C. Boismeep, 
John O’Neil, Charles Rounding, Stephen Collins, M. Burke, James McCarthy, Jeremiah 
McCarthy and Alfred Renshaw; ten structures, including a historic church, are shown to be 
within the study area, with an additional six structures in the immediate vicinity of the study 
area. This historic church is labelled on the included mapping and is currently known as the 
Community of Christ Church. This demonstrates that the original property of which the study 
area is a part was settled by the time that the atlas data was compiled.  Accordingly, it has 
been determined that there is potential for archaeological deposits related to early Post-
Contact settlement within the study area.  In addition, this map illustrates an unnamed stream 
channel situated immediately to the southwest of the study area and multiple settlement roads 
are depicted as passing through the study area. These roads are the current North Talbot 
Road, Oldcastle Road, 8th Concession, 9th Concession, Walker Road, Howard Avenue and 
Ontario Highway 3. The stream channel eventually flows into the Detroit River. 
 
It must be borne in mind that inclusion of names of property owners and depictions of 
structures and other features within properties on these maps were sold by subscription.  
Property owners paid to include information or details about their properties.  While 
information included within these maps may provide information about the occupation of a 
property at a specific moment in time when the information was collected, the absence of 
such information does not necessarily indicate that the property was not occupied. 
 
5.2.2 CURRENT CONDITIONS 
 
The present use of the study area is as a large business park and industrial area. The study 
area is roughly 911.34 hectares in area.  The study area includes within it mostly large 
commercial and industrial buildings. The following description is based on what was readily 
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visible from publicly available satellite imagery. There are multiple commercial buildings 
spread throughout the northern and western part of the study area, along with some 
residential structures in the southeastern part of the study area. In the southwestern part of the 
study area, one of the buildings is a church, which corresponds to a historic church illustrated 
on the historic atlas map of 1881. There are multiple paved and gravel roads passing through 
the study area, in addition to a multitude of paved and gravel lots and driveways around each 
of the commercial structures and leading to all of the residential areas. There is an unnamed 
stream in the eastern part of the study area. There are two small wooded areas in the eastern 
part of the study area. There are multiple large agricultural fields that could be ploughed in 
the eastern and southern parts of the study area. There are also some areas of open field 
around the local businesses, residences, as part of a sports field in the centre of the study area 
and as part of the cemeteries in the southern part of the study area. The study area is bounded 
on the north by Ontario Highway 401, on the east by Concession Road 9 and ploughed fields, 
on the west by Howard Avenue and residential properties and on the south by ploughed 
fields. The study area contains the intersection of Walker Road and Talbot Road (Ontario 
Highway 3). A plan of the study area is included within this report as Map 3.  Maps showing 
the archaeological potential within the study area are included within this report as Maps 4 & 
5. 
 
5.2.3 SUMMARY OF HISTORICAL CONTEXT 
 
The brief overview of readily available documentary evidence indicates that the study area is 
situated within an area that was close to historic transportation routes and in an area well 
populated during the nineteenth century and therefore has potential for sites relating to early 
Post-Contact settlement in the region. Background research indicates the property has 
potential for significant archaeological resources of Native origins based on proximity to a 
natural source of potable water in the past. 
 
5.3  ARCHAEOLOGICAL CONTEXT  
 
The Archaeological Sites Database administered by the Ministry of Tourism, Culture and 
Sport (MTCS) indicates that there are no (0) previously documented sites within 1 kilometre 
of the study area.  However, it must be noted that this is based on the assumption of the 
accuracy of information compiled from numerous researchers using different methodologies 
over many years.  AMICK Consultants Limited assumes no responsibility for the accuracy of 
site descriptions, interpretations such as cultural affiliation, or location information derived 
from the Archaeological Sites Database administered by MTCS.  In addition, it must also be 
noted that a lack of formerly documented sites does not indicate that there are no sites present 
as the documentation of any archaeological site is contingent upon prior research having 
been conducted within the study area. 
 
Background research shows that one (1) previous study has taken place within 50m of the 
study area.  For further information see: 
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AMICK Consultants Limited. (2015). Stage 1-2 Archaeological Assessment of Wayside Pit – 

Talbot Road, Part of Lots 301 & 302, Talbot Road South Side Concession 
(Geographic Township of Sandwich), Town of Oldcastle, County of Essex. Port 
McNicoll, Ontario.  Archaeological License Report on File With the Ministry of 
Tourism, Culture and Sport, Toronto, Ontario. Filed under PIF # P038-418-2012. 

 
Data contained in previous archaeological reports in close proximity to the study area that is 
relevant to Stage 1 Background Study is defined within the Standards and Guidelines for 
Consultant Archaeologists in Section 7.5.8 Standard 4 as follows: 
 

“Provide descriptions of previous archaeological fieldwork carried out within the 
limits of, or immediately adjacent to the project area, as documented by all available 
reports that include archaeological fieldwork carried out on the lands to be 
impacted by this project, or where reports document archaeological sites 
immediately adjacent (i.e., within 50 m) to those lands.” 

(MTCS 2011: 126 Emphasis Added) 
 
In accordance with data supplied by MTCS for the purposes of completing this study, there 
are no previous reports detailing, “archaeological fieldwork carried out on the lands to be 
impacted by this project”, nor do any previous reports document known archaeological sites 
within 50 metres of the study area. 
 
The Standards and Guidelines for Consultant Archaeologists stipulates that the necessity to 
summarize the results of previous archaeological assessment reports, or to cite MTCS File 
Numbers in references to other archaeological reports, is reserved for reports that are directly 
relevant to the fieldwork and recommendations for the study area (S & Gs 7.5.7, Standard 2, 
MTC 2011: 125).  This is further refined and elaborated upon in Section 7.5.8, Standards 4 & 
5, MTC 2011: 
 

“4. Provide descriptions of previous archaeological fieldwork carried out within 
the limits of, or immediately adjacent to the project area, as documented by all 
available reports that include archaeological fieldwork carried out on the lands 
to be impacted by this project, or where reports document archaeological sites 
immediately adjacent (i.e., within 50m) to those lands.” 

“5. If previous findings and recommendations are relevant to the current stage 
of work, provide the following: 

a. a brief summary of previous findings and recommendations 
b. documentation of any differences in the current work from the previously 

recommended work 
c. rationale for the differences from the previously recommended work”  

       (Emphasis Added) 
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The above-noted report does not have any relevance to the lands to be potentially impacted 
by the proposed undertaking, does not include fieldwork or recommendations relevant to the 
study area, and does not document any sites within 50 metres of the study area.  Therefore, 
there is no requirement to include any summary data for the previous reports. 
 
The study area is situated within an area subject to an archaeological master plan or a similar 
regional overview study.  The County of Essex Official Plan was adopted on the 19th of 
February 2014. This plan provides guidance on all aspects of development within the County 
of Essex. It outlines the county policy for identifying, recognizing and conserving 
archaeological and heritage resources that may be affected by development within the 
county. It outlines that the goals should be to either protect archaeological sites in situ by 
altering development plans, or by documenting and removing archaeological resources to 
prevent them from being destroyed by any development. However, the plan does not provide 
any mapping showing any areas thought to hold archaeological potential within the County 
of Essex (Jones Consulting Group Ltd. 2014). 
 
It must be further noted that there are no relevant plaques associated with the study area, 
which would suggest an activity or occupation within, or in close proximity to, the study area 
that may indicate potential for associated archaeological resources of significant CHVI.   
 
5.3.1 PRE-CONTACT REGISTERED SITES 
 
A summary of registered and/or known archaeological sites within a 1-kilometre radius of 
the study area was gathered from the Archaeological Sites Database, administered by MTCS.  
As a result it was determined that there are no (0) archaeological sites relating directly to Pre-
Contact habitation/activity formally registered within the immediate vicinity of the study 
area.  However, the lack of formally documented archaeological sites does not mean that Pre-
Contact people did not use the area; it more likely reflects a lack of systematic archaeological 
research in the immediate vicinity.  Even in cases where one or more assessments may have 
been conducted in close proximity to a proposed landscape alteration, an extensive area of 
physical archaeological assessment coverage is required throughout the region to produce a 
representative sample of all potentially available archaeological data in order to provide any 
meaningful evidence to construct a pattern of land use and settlement in the past. 
 
The study area contains an unnamed stream and a second unnamed stream lies approximately 
270 metres to the south of the study area. Both of these streams are sources of potable water 
and both eventually flow into the Detroit River. The distance to water criteria used to 
establish potential for archaeological sites suggests potential for Pre-Contact occupation and 
land use in the area in the past. 
 
Table 1 illustrates the chronological development of cultures within southern Ontario prior to 
the arrival of European cultures to the area at the beginning of the 17th century.  This general 
cultural outline is based on archaeological data and represents a synthesis and summary of 
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research over a long period of time.  It is necessarily generalizing and is not necessarily 
representative of the point of view of all researchers or stakeholders.  It is offered here as a 
rough guideline and as a very broad outline to illustrate the relationships of broad cultural 
groups and time periods. 
 

TABLE 1 PRE-CONTACT CULTURAL CHRONOLOGY FOR SOUTHERN ONTARIO 

Years ago Period Southern Ontario 
250 Terminal Woodland Ontario and St. Lawrence Iroquois Cultures 

1000 
2000 

Initial Woodland Princess Point, Saugeen, Point Peninsula, and Meadowood 
Cultures 

3000 
4000 
5000 
6000 

 
Archaic 

 
Laurentian Culture 

7000 
8000 
9000 
10000 
11000 

 
Palaeo-Indian 

  
Plano and Clovis Cultures 

 

  (Wright 1972) 
 
5.3.2 POST-CONTACT REGISTERED SITES 
 
A summary of registered and/or known archaeological sites within a 1-kilometre radius of 
the study area was gathered from the Archaeological Sites Database, administered by MTCS.  
As a result it was determined that there are no (0) archaeological sites relating directly to 
Post-Contact habitation/activity formally registered within the immediate vicinity of the 
study area. 
 
5.3.3 LOCATION AND CURRENT CONDITIONS 
 
The study area is described as Part of Lot 302, 303, 304, 305 and Lot 306 and 307, Talbot 
Road South Side, Part of Lot 300, 301, 302, 306 and Lot 303, 304, 305, Talbot Road North 
Side, Lot 11 and 12, Concession 7, Lot 10 and 11, Concession 8 and Part of Lot 12 and 13, 
Concession 6, Part of Lot 13, Concession 7 and Part of Lot 12 and 13, Concession 8, 
(Geographic Township of Sandwich) Town of Tecumseh, County of Essex, conducted by 
AMICK Consultants Limited. This assessment was undertaken as a requirement under the 
Planning Act (RSO 1990) and the Provincial Policy Statement (2014) in order to support a 
Site Plan and companion Zoning By-law Amendment application as part of the pre-
submission process. 
  
The present use of the study area is as a large business park and industrial area. The study 
area is roughly 911.34 hectares in area.  The study area includes within it mostly large 
commercial and industrial buildings. The following description is based on what was readily 
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visible from publicly available satellite imagery. There are multiple commercial buildings 
spread throughout the northern and western part of the study area, along with some 
residential structures in the southeastern part of the study area. In the southwestern part of the 
study area, one of the buildings is a church, which corresponds to a historic church illustrated 
on the historic atlas map of 1881. There are multiple paved and gravel roads passing through 
the study area, in addition to a multitude of paved and gravel lots and driveways around each 
of the commercial structures and leading to all of the residential areas. There is an unnamed 
stream in the eastern part of the study area. There are two small wooded areas in the eastern 
part of the study area. There are multiple large agricultural fields that could be ploughed in 
the eastern and southern parts of the study area. There are also some areas of open field 
around the local businesses, residences, as part of a sports field in the centre of the study area 
and as part of the cemeteries in the southern part of the study area. The study area is bounded 
on the north by Ontario Highway 401, on the east by Concession Road 9 and ploughed fields, 
on the west by Howard Avenue and residential properties and on the south by ploughed 
fields. The study area contains the intersection of Walker Road and Talbot Road (Ontario 
Highway 3). A plan of the study area is included within this report as Map 3.  Maps showing 
the archaeological potential within the study area are included within this report as Maps 4 & 
5. 
 
5.3.4 PHYSIOGRAPHIC REGION 
 
The study area is within the St. Clair Clay Plains. The St. Clair clay plains cover 2, 270 
square miles including the Counties of Essex, Kent and Lambton. The region has little relief 
varying between 575 and 700 feet a.s.l. in most areas. The counties of Lambton and Essex 
are till plains which have been smoothed by deposits of lacustrine clay which has settled in 
depressions as a result of glacial lakes Whittlesey and Warren which covered the whole area. 
A deep cover of overburden lies on the bedrock creating good conditions for vegetation 
(Chapman and Putnam 1984: 147-151). 
 
5.3.5 SURFACE WATER 
 
Sources of potable water, access to waterborne transportation routes, and resources 
associated with watersheds are each considered, both individually and collectively to be the 
highest criteria for determination of the potential of any location to support extended human 
activity, land use, or occupation.  Accordingly, proximity to water is regarded as the primary 
indicator of archaeological resource potential.  The Standards and Guidelines for Consultant 
Archaeologists stipulates that undisturbed lands within 300 metres of a water source are 
considered to have archaeological potential (MTC 2011: 21).   
 
An unnamed stream lies within the southeastern part of the study area and a second unnamed 
stream lies approximately 270 metres to the south of the study area. Both of these streams are 
sources of potable water, and both eventually flow into the Detroit River. 
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5.3.6 CURRENT PROPERTY CONDITIONS CONTEXT 
 
Current characteristics encountered within an archaeological research study area determine if 
property Assessment of specific portions of the study area will be necessary and in what 
manner a Stage 2 Property Assessment should be conducted, if necessary.  Conventional 
assessment methodologies include pedestrian survey on ploughable lands and test pit 
methodology within areas that cannot be ploughed.  For the purpose of determining where 
property Assessment is necessary and feasible, general categories of current landscape 
conditions have been established as archaeological conventions.  These include: 
 
5.3.6.1 BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURAL FOOTPRINTS 
 
A building, for the purposes of this particular study, is a structure that exists currently or has 
existed in the past in a given location.  The footprint of a building is the area of the building 
formed by the perimeter of the foundation.  Although the interior area of building 
foundations would often be subject to property Assessment when the foundation may 
represent a potentially significant historic archaeological site, the footprints of existing 
structures are not typically assessed.  Existing structures commonly encountered during 
archaeological assessments are often residential-associated buildings (houses, garages, 
sheds), and/or component buildings of farm complexes (barns, silos, greenhouses).  In many 
cases, even though the disturbance to the land may be relatively shallow and archaeological 
resources may be situated below the disturbed layer (e.g. a concrete garage pad), there is no 
practical means of assessing the area beneath the disturbed layer.  However, if there were 
evidence to suggest that there are likely archaeological resources situated beneath the 
disturbance, alternative methodologies may be recommended to study such areas. 
 
There are multiple commercial buildings spread throughout the northern and western part of 
the study area, along with some residential structures in the southeastern part of the study 
area, based on the current satellite imagery. In the southwestern part of the study area, one of 
the buildings is a church, which corresponds to a historic church illustrated on the historic 
atlas map of 1881. As a Property Inspection has not been undertaken as a component of this 
study, the presence of any structures and their respective influence on Stage 2 Property 
Assessment strategy must be confirmed through a Property Inspection undertaken by a 
licensed archaeologist before any apparent structural footprints can be deemed areas of deep 
prior disturbance of no archaeological potential and/or are not accessible and/or are not 
viable to assess and can therefore, be excluded from Stage 2 Property Assessment. 
 
5.3.6.2 DISTURBANCE 
 
Areas that have been subjected to extensive and deep land alteration that has severely 
damaged the integrity of archaeological resources are known as land disturbances. Examples 
of land disturbances are areas of past quarrying, major landscaping, and sewage and 
infrastructure development (MTC 2011: 18), as well as driveways made of gravel or asphalt 
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or concrete, in-ground pools, and wells or cisterns. Surfaces paved with interlocking brick, 
concrete, asphalt, gravel and other surfaces meant to support heavy loads or to be long 
wearing hard surfaces in high traffic areas, must be prepared by the excavation and removal 
of topsoil, grading, and the addition of aggregate material to ensure appropriate engineering 
values for the supporting matrix and also to ensure that the installations shed water to avoid 
flooding or moisture damage. All hard surfaced areas are prepared in this fashion and 
therefore have no or low archaeological potential. Major utility lines are conduits that 
provide services such as water, natural gas, hydro, communications, sewage, and others. 
These major installations should not be confused with minor below ground service 
installations not considered to represent significant disturbances removing archaeological 
potential, such as services leading to individual structures which tend to be comparatively 
very shallow and vary narrow corridors. Areas containing substantial and deeply buried 
services or clusters of below ground utilities are considered areas of disturbance, and may be 
excluded from Stage 2 Property Assessment. Disturbed areas are excluded from Stage 2 
Property Assessment due to no or low archaeological potential and often because they are 
also not viable to assess using conventional methodology. 

“Earthwork is one of the major works involved in road construction. This process 
includes excavation, material removal, filling, compaction, and construction. 
Moisture content is controlled, and compaction is done according to standard design 
procedures. Normally, rock explosion at the road bed is not encouraged. While filling 
a depression to reach the road level, the original bed is flattened after the removal 
of the topsoil. The fill layer is distributed and compacted to the designed 
specifications. This procedure is repeated until the compaction desired is reached. 
The fill material should not contain organic elements, and possess a low index of 
plasticity. Fill material can include gravel and decomposed rocks of a particular size, 
but should not consist of huge clay lumps. Sand clay can be used. The area is 
considered to be adequately compacted when the roller movement does not create a 
noticeable deformation. The road surface finish is reliant on the economic aspects, 
and the estimated usage.” [Emphasis Added] 

(Goel 2013) 
 
The supporting matrix of a hard paved surface cannot contain organic material which is 
subject to significant compression, decay and moisture retention. Topsoil has no engineering 
value and must be removed in any construction application where the surface finish at grade 
requires underlying support. 
 
Installation of sewer lines and other below ground services associated with infrastructure 
development often involves deep excavation that can remove archaeological potential. This 
consideration does not apply to relatively minor below ground services that connect 
structures and facilities to services that support their operation and use. Major servicing 
corridors will be situated within adjacent road allowances with only minor, narrow and 
relatively shallow underground services entering into the study area to connect existing 
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structures to servicing mainlines. The relatively minor, narrow and shallow services buried 
within a residential property do not require such extensive ground disturbance to remove or 
minimize archaeological potential within affected areas. 
 
Based on the current satellite imagery, there are multiple paved and gravel roads passing 
through the study area, in addition to a multitude of paved and gravel lots and driveways 
around each of the commercial structures and leading to all of the residential areas. As a 
Property Inspection has not been undertaken as a component of this study, the presence of 
any disturbances must be confirmed through a Property Inspection undertaken by a licensed 
archaeologist before areas of deep prior disturbance where archaeological potential has been 
removed and/or where current conditions prohibit conventional assessment, can be deemed 
excluded from Stage 2 Property Assessment. 
 
5.3.6.3 LOW-LYING AND WET AREAS 
 
Landscape features that are covered by permanently wet areas, such as marshes, swamps, or 
bodies of water like streams or lakes, are known as low-lying and wet areas.  Low-lying and 
wet areas are excluded from Stage 2 Property Assessment due to inaccessibility. 
 
Based on the current satellite imagery, the study area appears to contain an unnamed stream 
in the eastern part of the study area. As a Property Inspection has not been undertaken as a 
component of this study, the presence of any low-lying wet areas must be confirmed through 
a Property Inspection undertaken by a licensed archaeologist before any low-lying wet areas 
can be deemed of low archaeological potential and/or not viable to assess and therefore, 
excluded from Stage 2 Property Assessment. 
 
5.3.6.4 STEEP SLOPE 
 
Landscape which slopes at a greater than (>) 20 degree change in elevation, is known as 
steep slope.  Areas of steep slope are considered uninhabitable, and are excluded from Stage 
2 Property Assessment. 
 
Generally, steep slopes are not assessed because steep slopes are interpreted to have low 
potential, not due to viability to assess, except in cases where the slope is severe enough to 
become a safety concern for archaeological field crews.  In such cases, the Occupational 
Health and Safety Act takes precedence as indicated in the introduction to the Standards and 
Guidelines.  AMICK Consultant Limited policy is to assess all slope areas whenever it is safe 
to do so.  Assessment of slopes, except where safety concerns arise, eliminates the invariably 
subjective interpretation of what might constitute a steep slope in the field.  This is done to 
minimize delays due to conflicts in such interpretations and to increase the efficiency of 
review. 
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As a Property Inspection has not been undertaken as a component of this study, the presence 
of any potential steep slopes must be confirmed through a Property Inspection undertaken by 
a licensed archaeologist before any slope areas can be deemed too steep to assess or too steep 
to have archaeological potential and therefore be excluded from Stage 2 Property 
Assessment. 
 
5.3.6.5 WOODED AREAS 
 
Areas of the property that cannot be ploughed, such as natural forest or woodlot, are known 
as wooded areas.  These wooded areas qualify for Stage 2 Property Assessment, and are 
required to be assessed using test pit survey methodology. 
 
Based on the current satellite imagery, there are two small wooded areas in the eastern part of 
the study area. As a Property Inspection has not been undertaken as a component of this 
study, the presence of any wooded areas must be confirmed through a Property Inspection 
undertaken by a licensed archaeologist. 
 
5.3.6.6 PLOUGHABLE AGRICULTURAL LANDS 
 
Areas of current or former agricultural lands that have been ploughed in the past are 
considered ploughable agricultural lands.  Ploughing these lands regularly turns the soil, 
which in turn brings previously buried artifacts to the surface, which are then easily 
identified during visual inspection.  Furthermore, by allowing the ploughed area to weather 
sufficiently through rainfall, soil is washed off of exposed artifacts at the surface and the 
visibility of artifacts at the surface of recently worked field areas is enhanced markedly.  
Pedestrian survey of ploughed agricultural lands is the preferred method of physical 
assessment because of the greater potential for finding evidence of archaeological resources 
if present.   
 
Based on the current satellite imagery, there are multiple large agricultural fields that could 
be ploughed in the eastern and southern parts of the study area. As a Property Inspection has 
not been undertaken as a component of this study, the presence of any ploughable lands must 
be confirmed through a Property Inspection undertaken by a licensed archaeologist. 
 
5.3.6.7 LAWN, PASTURE, MEADOW  
 
Landscape features consisting of former agricultural land covered in low growth, such as 
lawns, pastures, meadows, shrubbery, and immature trees.  These are areas that may be 
considered too small to warrant ploughing, (i.e. less than one hectare in area), such as yard 
areas surrounding existing structures, and land-locked open areas that are technically 
workable by a plough but inaccessible to agricultural machinery.  These areas may also 
include open area within urban contexts that do not allow agricultural tillage within 
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municipal or city limits or the use of urban roadways by agricultural machinery.  These areas 
are required to be assessed using test pit survey methodology. 
 
Based on the current satellite imagery there are also some areas of open field around the local 
businesses, residences, as part of a sports field in the centre of the study area and as part of 
the cemeteries in the southern part of the study area. As a Property Inspection has not been 
undertaken as a component of this study, the presence of any lawn or meadow areas must be 
confirmed through a Property Inspection undertaken by a licensed archaeologist. 
 
5.3.7 SUMMARY 
 
Background research indicates the vicinity of the study area has potential for archaeological 
resources of Native origins based on proximity to a source of potable water.  Background 
research also suggests potential for archaeological resources of Post-Contact origins based on 
proximity to a historic roadway, and proximity to areas of documented historic settlement. 
 
At this time and based on current satellite imagery, it appears that large portions of the study 
area do exhibit archaeological potential and therefore a Stage 2 Property Assessment is 
required across the entire study area. 
 
Archaeological potential does not indicate that there are necessarily sites present, but that 
environmental and historical factors suggest that there may be as yet undocumented 
archaeological sites within lands that have not been subject to systematic archaeological 
research in the past. 
 
6.0 PROPERTY INSPECTION 
 
A property inspection or field reconnaissance is not required as part of a Stage 1 Background 
Study unless there is reason to believe that portions of the study area may be excluded from 
physical assessment on the basis of the conditions of the property or portions thereof and it is 
desired by the proponent to formally exclude any such areas from a Stage 2 Property 
Assessment.  As a property inspection has not been performed, no part of the study area may 
be excluded from the Stage 2 Property Assessment.  The Stage 1 Property Inspection will 
have to be undertaken concurrently with the Stage 2 Property Assessment. 
 
7.0 ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
AMICK Consultants Limited was engaged by the proponent to undertake a Stage 1 
Archaeological Background Study of lands potentially affected by the proposed undertaking.  
As a Stage 1 Property Inspection of the study area was not conducted, current conditions 
within the study area cannot be documented sufficiently to permit exemption of any portions 
of the study area from Stage 2 Property Assessment should this study indicate archaeological 
potential.  All records and documentation related to the conduct and findings of these 
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investigations are held at the Lakelands District corporate offices of AMICK Consultants 
Limited until such time that they can be transferred to an agency or institution approved by 
the Ontario Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport (MTCS) on behalf of the government and 
citizens of Ontario. 
 
7.1 STAGE 1 ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
As part of the present study, background research was conducted in order to determine the 
archaeological potential of the proposed project area. 
 
“A Stage 1 background study provides the consulting archaeologist and Ministry report 
reviewer with information about the known and potential cultural heritage resources within a 
particular study area, prior to the start of the field assessment.”  (OMCzCR 1993) 
 
The evaluation of potential is further elaborated Section 1.3 of the Standards and Guidelines 
for Consultant Archaeologist (2011) prepared by the Ontario Ministry of Tourism and Culture: 
 
“ The Stage 1 background study (and, where undertaken, property inspection) leads to an 
evaluation of the property’s archaeological potential. If the evaluation indicates that there is 
archaeological potential anywhere on the property, the next step is a Stage 2 assessment.”  

(MTC 2011: 17) 
 
Features or characteristics that indicate archaeological potential when documented within the 
study area, or within close proximity to the study area (as applicable), include: 
 
“ - previously identified archaeological sites 

- water sources (It is important to distinguish types of water and shoreline, and to 
distinguish natural from artificial water sources, as these features affect site locations 
and types to varying degrees.): 

o primary water sources (lakes, rivers, streams, creeks) 
o secondary water sources (intermittent streams and creeks, springs, marshes, 

swamps) 
o features indicating past water sources (e.g., glacial lake shorelines indicated 

by the presence of raised sand or gravel beach ridges, relic river or stream 
channels indicated by clear dip or swale in the topography, shorelines of 
drained lakes or marshes, cobble beaches) 

o accessible or inaccessible shoreline (e.g., high bluffs, swamp or marsh fields 
by the edge of a lake, sandbars stretching into marsh) 

- elevated topography (e.g., eskers, drumlins, large knolls, plateaux) 
- pockets of well-drained sandy soil, especially near areas of heavy soil or rocky 

ground 
- distinctive land formations that might have been special or spiritual places, such as 

waterfalls, rock outcrops, caverns, mounds, and promontories and their bases. There 
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may be physical indicators of their use, such as burials, structures, offerings, rock 
paintings or carvings. 

- resource areas, including: 
o food or medicinal plants (e.g., migratory routes, spawning areas, prairie) 
o scarce raw materials (e.g., quartz, copper, ochre or outcrops of chert) 
o early Post-contact industry (e.g., fur trade, logging, prospecting, mining) 

- areas of early Post-contact settlement. These include places of early military or 
pioneer settlement (e.g., pioneer homesteads, isolated cabins, farmstead complexes), 
early wharf or dock complexes, pioneer churches and early cemeteries. There may be 
commemorative markers of their history, such as local, provincial, or federal 
monuments or heritage parks. 

- Early historical transportation routes (e.g., trails, passes, roads, railways, portage 
routes) 

- property listed on a municipal register or designated under the Ontario Heritage 
Actor that is a federal, provincial or municipal historic landmark or site 

- property that local histories or informants have identified with possible 
archaeological sties, historical events, activities, or occupations” 

 (MTC 2011: 17-18) 
 
The evaluation of potential does not indicate that sites are present within areas affected by 
proposed development.  Evaluation of potential considers the possibility for as yet 
undocumented sites to be found in areas that have not been subject to systematic 
archaeological investigation in the past.  Potential for archaeological resources is used to 
determine if property assessment of a study area or portions of a study area is required.   

 
“Archaeological resources not previously documented may also be present in the 
affected area.  If the alternative areas being considered, or the preferred alternative 
selected, exhibit either high or medium potential for the discovery of archaeological 
remains an archaeological assessment will be required.”   

(MCC & MOE 1992: 6-7) 
 
“The Stage 1 background study (and, where undertaken, property inspection) leads to 
an evaluation of the property’s archaeological potential.  If the evaluation indicates 
that there is archaeological potential anywhere on the property, the next step is a 
Stage 2 assessment.” 

(MTC 2011: 17) 
 

In addition, archaeological sites data is also used to determine if any archaeological resources 
had been formerly documented within or in close proximity to the study area and if these 
same resources might be subject to impacts from the proposed undertaking.  This data was 
also collected in order to establish the relative cultural heritage value or interest of any 
resources that might be encountered during the conduct of the present study. For example, 
the relative rarity of a site can be used to assign an elevated level of cultural heritage value or 
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interest to a site that is atypical for the immediate vicinity.  The requisite archaeological sites 
data of previously registered archaeological sites was collected from the Programs and 
Services Branch, Culture Programs Unit, MTCS and the corporate research library of 
AMICK Consultants Limited.  The Stage 1 Background Research methodology also includes 
a review of the most detailed available topographic maps, historical settlement maps, 
archaeological management plans (where applicable) and commemorative plaques or 
monuments.  When previous archaeological research documents lands to be impacted by the 
proposed undertaking or archaeological sites within 50 metres of the study area, the reports 
documenting this earlier work are reviewed for pertinent information.  AMICK Consultants 
Limited will often modify this basic methodology based on professional judgment to include 
additional research (such as, local historical works or documents and knowledgeable 
informants).  
 
Section 7.7.3 of the Standards and Guidelines for Consultant Archaeologists (MTC 2011: 
132) outlines the requirements of the Analysis and Conclusions component of a Stage 1 
Background Study.  
 
1) “Identify and describe areas of archaeological potential within the project area. 
2) Identify and describe areas that have been subject to extensive and deep land 

alterations. Describe the nature of alterations (e.g., development or other activity) 
that have severely damaged the integrity of archaeological resources and have 
removed archaeological potential.” 

 
CHARACTERISTICS INDICATING ARCHAEOLOGICAL POTENTIAL 
 
Section 1.3.1 of the Standards and Guidelines for Consultant Archaeologists specifies the 
property characteristics that indicate archaeological potential (MTC 2011: 17-18).  Factors 
that indicate archaeological potential are features of the local landscape and environment that 
may have attracted people to either occupy the land or to conduct activities within the study 
area.  One or more of these characteristics found to apply to a study area would necessitate a 
Stage 2 Property Assessment to determine if archaeological resources are present.  These 
characteristics are listed below together with considerations derived from the conduct of this 
study. 
 

1) Previously Identified Archaeological Sites 
Previously registered archaeological sites have not been documented within 300 
metres of the study area. 

 
2)  Water Sources 

Primary water sources are described as including lakes, rivers streams and creeks.  
Close proximity to primary water sources (300 metres) indicates that people had 
access to readily available sources of potable water and routes of waterborne trade 
and communication should the study area have been used or occupied in the past.  
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There are identified primary water sources within 300 metres of the study area. The 
study area contains an unnamed stream and a second unnamed stream lies 
approximately 270 metres to the south of the study area. Both of these streams are 
sources of potable water and both eventually flow into the Detroit River. 
 
Secondary water sources are described as including intermittent streams and creeks, 
springs, marshes, and swamps.  Close proximity (300 metres) to secondary water 
sources indicates that people had access to readily available sources of potable water, 
at least on a seasonal basis, and in some cases seasonal access to routes of waterborne 
trade and communication should the study area have been used or occupied in the 
past.  
 
There are no identified secondary water sources within 300 metres of the study area. 

   
3) Features Indicating Past Water Sources  

Features indicating past water resources are described as including glacial lake 
shorelines indicated by the presence of raised sand or gravel beach ridges, relic river 
or stream channels indicated by clear dip or swale in the topography, shorelines of 
drained lakes or marshes, and cobble beaches.  Close proximity (300 metres) to 
features indicating past water sources indicates that people had access to readily 
available sources of potable water, at least on a seasonal basis, and in some cases 
seasonal access to routes of waterborne trade and communication should the study 
area have been used or occupied in the past.  

 
There are no identified features indicating past water sources within 300 metres of the 
study area. 

 
4) Accessible or Inaccessible Shoreline 

This form of landscape feature would include high bluffs, swamp or marsh fields by 
the edge of a lake, sandbars stretching into marsh, etc.   

 
There are no shorelines within 300 metres of the study area. 

 
5) Elevated Topography  

Features of elevated topography that indicate archaeological potential include eskers, 
drumlins, large knolls, and plateaux. 

 
There are no identified features of elevated topography within the study area. 
However, this is based on current satellite imagery and will require confirmation 
through a Stage 1 Property Inspection conducted concurrently with the Stage 2 
Property Assessment in order to confirm property conditions. 
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6) Pockets of Well-drained Sandy Soil 
Pockets of sandy soil are considered to be especially important near areas of heavy 
soil or rocky ground. 

 
The soil conditions are unknown, and will be determined as part of the Stage 2 
Property Assessment. 

 
7) Distinctive Land Formations  

These are landscape features that might have been special or spiritual places, such as 
waterfalls, rock outcrops, caverns, mounds, and promontories and their bases. There 
may be physical indicators of their use, such as burials, structures, offerings, rock 
paintings or carvings.  

 
There are no identified distinctive land formations within the study area. However, 
this is based on current satellite imagery and will require confirmation through a 
Stage 1 Property Inspection conducted concurrently with the Stage 2 Property 
Assessment in order to confirm property conditions. 

 
8) Resource Areas 

Resource areas that indicate archaeological potential include food or medicinal plants 
(e.g., migratory routes, spawning areas, and prairie), scarce raw materials (e.g., 
quartz, copper, ochre or outcrops of chert) and resources of importance to early Post-
contact industry (e.g., logging, prospecting, and mining).  

 
There are no identified resource areas within the study area. 

 
9) Areas of Early Post-Contact Settlement 

These include places of early military or pioneer settlement (e.g., pioneer homesteads, 
isolated cabins, and farmstead complexes), early wharf or dock complexes, pioneer 
churches and early cemeteries. There may be commemorative markers of their 
history, such as local, provincial, or federal monuments or heritage parks.  

 
The study area is situated in close proximity to multiple historic structures (including 
at least one church) identified on the historic atlas map.  

 
10) Early Historical Transportation Routes  

This includes evidence of trails, passes, roads, railways, portage routes. 
 

The study area is situated within 100 metres of multiple early settlement roads that 
appears on the Historic Atlas Map of 1881. Some of these roads also pass through the 
study area. 

 
11) Heritage Property 
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Property listed on a municipal register or designated under the Ontario Heritage Act 
or is a federal, provincial or municipal historic landmark or site. 

  
There are no listed or designated heritage buildings or properties that form a part of 
the study area.  There are no listed or designated heritage buildings or properties that 
are adjacent to the study area. 
 

12) Documented Historical or Archaeological Sites 
This includes property that local histories or informants have identified with possible 
archaeological sites, historical events, activities, or occupations. These are properties 
which have not necessarily been formally recognized or for which there is additional 
evidence identifying possible archaeological resources associated with historic 
properties in addition to the rationale for formal recognition. 

 
There are no known heritage features, or known historic sites, or known 
archaeological sites within the study area in addition to those formally documented 
with the appropriate agencies or previously noted under a different criterion. 

 
CHARACTERISTICS INDICATING REMOVAL OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL POTENTIAL 
 
Section 1.3.2 of the Standards and Guidelines for Consultant Archaeologists specifies the 
property characteristics which indicate no archaeological potential or for which 
archaeological potential has been removed (MTC 2011: 18-19).  These characteristics are 
listed below together with considerations derived from the conduct of this study. 
The introduction of Section 1.3.2 (MTC 2011: 18) notes that “Archaeological potential can 
be determined not to be present for either the entire property or a part(s) of it when the area 
under consideration has been subject to extensive and deep land alterations that have 
severely damaged the integrity of any archaeological resources.  This is commonly referred 
to as ‘disturbed’ or ‘disturbance’, and may include:” 
 

1) Quarrying  
There is no evidence to suggest that quarrying operations were ever carried out within 
the study area. However, this is based on current satellite imagery and will require 
confirmation through a Stage 1 Property Inspection conducted concurrently with the 
Stage 2 Property Assessment in order to confirm property conditions. 
 

2) Major Landscaping Involving Grading Below Topsoil  
Unless there is evidence to suggest the presence of buried archaeological deposits, 
such deeply disturbed areas are considered to have lost their archaeological potential. 
Properties that do not have a long history of Post-Contact occupation can have 
archaeological potential removed through extensive landscape alterations that 
penetrate below the topsoil layer.  This is because most archaeological sites originate 
at grade with relatively shallow associated excavations into the soil.  Pre-Contact sites 
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and early historic sites are vulnerable to extensive damage and complete removal due 
to landscape modification activities.  In urban contexts where a lengthy history of 
occupation has occurred, properties may have deeply buried archaeological deposits 
covered over and sealed through redevelopment activities that do not include the deep 
excavation of the entire property for subsequent uses.  Buildings are often erected 
directly over older foundations preserving archaeological deposits associated with the 
earlier occupation.   

 
There is evidence to suggest that major landscaping operations involving grading 
below topsoil were ever carried out within the study area. Surfaces paved with 
interlocking brick, concrete, asphalt, gravel and other surfaces meant to support heavy 
loads or to be long wearing hard surfaces in high traffic areas, must be prepared by 
the excavation and removal of topsoil, grading, and the addition of aggregate material 
to ensure appropriate engineering values for the supporting matrix and also to ensure 
that the installations shed water to avoid flooding or moisture damage.  All hard 
surfaced areas are prepared in this fashion and therefore have no or low 
archaeological potential. Disturbed areas are excluded from Stage 2 Property 
Assessment due to no or low archaeological potential and often because they are also 
not viable to assess using conventional methodology. 
 
Based on the current satellite imagery, there are multiple paved and gravel roads 
passing through the study area, in addition to a multitude of paved and gravel lots and 
driveways around each of the commercial structures and leading to all of the 
residential areas. As a Property Inspection has not been undertaken as a component of 
this study, the presence of any disturbances must be confirmed through a Property 
Inspection undertaken by a licensed archaeologist before areas of deep prior 
disturbance where archaeological potential has been removed and/or where current 
conditions prohibit conventional assessment, can be deemed excluded from Stage 2 
Property Assessment. 

 
3) Building Footprints  

Typically, the construction of buildings involves the deep excavation of foundations, 
footings and cellars that often obliterate archaeological deposits situated close to the 
surface. 

 
There are dozens of buildings within the study area as part of the business park and 
industrial area that is within the study area. However, this is based on current satellite 
imagery and will require confirmation through a Stage 1 Property Inspection 
conducted concurrently with the Stage 2 Property Assessment in order to confirm 
property conditions. 

 
4) Sewage and Infrastructure Development  
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Installation of sewer lines and other below ground services associated with 
infrastructure development often involves deep excavation that can remove 
archaeological potential.   

 
There is no evidence to suggest that substantial below ground services of any kind 
have resulted in significant impacts to any significant portion of the study area.  
Major utility lines are conduits that provide services such as water, natural gas, hydro, 
communications, sewage, and others.  These major installations should not be 
confused with minor below ground service installations not considered to represent 
significant disturbances removing archaeological potential, such as services leading to 
individual structures which tend to be comparatively very shallow and vary narrow 
corridors.  Areas containing substantial and deeply buried services or clusters of 
below ground utilities are considered areas of disturbance, and may be excluded from 
Stage 2 Property Assessment.   

 
“Activities such as agricultural cultivation, gardening, minor grading and landscaping do 
not necessarily affect archaeological potential.”   

(MTC 2011: 18) 
 
“Archaeological potential is not removed where there is documented potential for deeply 
buried intact archaeological resources beneath land alterations, or where it cannot be 
clearly demonstrated through background research and property inspection that there has 
been complete and intensive disturbance of an area.  Where complete disturbance cannot be 
demonstrated in Stage 1, it will be necessary to undertake Stage 2 assessment.”    

(MTC 2011: 18) 
 
SUMMARY 
 
Table 2 below summarizes the evaluation criteria of the Ministry of Tourism, Culture and 
Sport (MTCS) together with the results of the Stage 1 Background Study for the proposed 
undertaking.  Based on the criteria, the property is deemed to have archaeological potential 
on the basis of proximity to water, proximity to historic settlement structures (including a 
historic church), and the location of early historic settlement roads adjacent and within the 
study area. 
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TABLE 2 EVALUATION OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL POTENTIAL 

FEATURE OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL POTENTIAL YES NO N/A COMMENT 

1 Known archaeological sites within 300m  N  
If Yes, potential 
determined 

PHYSICAL FEATURES 
2 Is there water on or near the property?  Y    If Yes, what kind of water? 

2a 
Primary water source within 300 m. (lakeshore, 
river, large creek, etc.)  Y    

If Yes, potential 
determined 

2b 
Secondary water source within 300 m. (stream, 
spring, marsh, swamp, etc.)   N   

If Yes, potential 
determined 

2c 
Past water source within 300 m. (beach ridge, 
river bed, relic creek, etc.)   N   

If Yes, potential 
determined 

2d 
Accessible or Inaccessible shoreline within 300 m. 
(high bluffs, marsh, swamp, sand bar, etc.)  N  

If Yes, potential 
determined 

3 
Elevated topography (knolls, drumlins, eskers, 
plateaus, etc.)    X 

If Yes, and Yes for any of 4-
9, potential determined 

4 Pockets of sandy soil in a clay or rocky area    X 
If Yes and Yes for any of 3, 
5-9, potential determined 

5 
Distinctive land formations (mounds, caverns, 
waterfalls, peninsulas, etc.)    X 

If Yes and Yes for any of 3-
4, 6-9, potential 
determined 

HISTORIC/PREHISTORIC USE FEATURES 

6 

Associated with food or scarce resource harvest 
areas (traditional fishing locations, 
agricultural/berry extraction areas, etc.)   N   

If Yes, and Yes for any of 3-
5, 7-9, potential 
determined. 

7 Early Post-Contact settlement area within 300 m.  Y    

If Yes, and Yes for any of 3-
6, 8-9, potential 
determined 

8 
Historic Transportation route within 100 m. 
(historic road, trail, portage, rail corridors, etc.)  Y    

If Yes, and Yes for any 3-7 
or 9, potential determined 

9 

Contains property designated and/or listed under 
the Ontario Heritage Act (municipal heritage 
committee, municipal register, etc.)   N   

If Yes and, Yes to any of 3-
8, potential determined 

APPLICATION-SPECIFIC INFORMATION 

10 
Local knowledge (local heritage organizations, 
Pre-Contact, etc.)   N   

If Yes, potential 
determined 

11 

Recent disturbance not including agricultural 
cultivation (post-1960-confirmed extensive and 
intensive including industrial sites, aggregate 
areas, etc.)    X 

If Yes, no potential or low 
potential in affected part 
(s) of the study area. 

If YES to any of 1, 2a-c, or 10 Archaeological Potential is confirmed 
If YES to 2 or more of 3-9, Archaeological Potential is confirmed  
If YES to 11 or No to 1-10 Low Archaeological Potential is confirmed for at least a portion of the study 
area. 
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8.0 RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
8.1 STAGE 1 RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
Under Section 7.7.4 of the Standards and Guidelines for Consultant Archaeologists (MTC 
2011: 133) the recommendations to be made as a result of a Stage 1 Background Study are 
described. 
 

1) Make recommendations regarding the potential for the property, as follows: 
a. if some or all of the property has archaeological potential, identify 
areas recommended for further assessment (Stage 2) and areas not 
recommended for further assessment. Any exemptions from further 
assessment must be consistent with the archaeological fieldwork 
standards and guidelines.  
b. if no part of the property has archaeological potential, recommend 
that the property does not require further archaeological assessment.  

2) Recommend appropriate Stage 2 assessment strategies. 
  

The study area has been identified as a property that exhibits potential to yield archaeological 
deposits of Cultural Heritage Value or Interest (CHVI).  The objectives of the Stage 1 
Background Study have therefore been met and in accordance with the results of this 
investigation, the following recommendations are made: 
 

1. Further archaeological assessment of the study area is warranted; 
2. The Provincial interest in archaeological resources with respect to the proposed 

undertaking remains to be addressed; 
3. The proposed undertaking has a potential for archaeological resources and a 

Stage 2 Archaeological Assessment is recommended; 
4. A pedestrian survey at an interval of 5 metres between individual transects is 

recommended for any areas where ploughing is viable that have been subject to 
agricultural tillage in the past; 

5. A test pit survey at 5 metre intervals between individual test pits is recommended 
in all areas that are not viable to be ploughed and are at a less than (<) 20 
degree change in elevation; 

6. The steepness of any slopes within the study area must be determined through a 
Property Inspection since slopes at an angle of greater than (>) 20 degrees have 
low archaeological potential and may be excluded from Stage 2 Property 
Assessment; 

7. The footprints of existing or former structures within the study area can only be 
identified and be excluded from Stage 2 Property Assessment if confirmed by a 
licensed archaeologist through a Property Inspection and employing the required 
standards to document such areas; 
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8. Areas of disturbance can only be identified and be excluded from Stage 2 
Property Assessment if confirmed by a licensed archaeologist through a Property 
Inspection and employing the required standards to document such areas; 

9. Low-lying and wet areas can only be identified and be excluded from Stage 2 
Property Assessment if confirmed by a licensed archaeologist through a Property 
Inspection and employing the required standards to document such areas; 

10. No soil disturbances or removal of vegetation shall take place within the study 
area prior to the acceptance of a report recommending that all archaeological 
concerns for the study area have been addressed and that no further 
archaeological studies are warranted into the Provincial Registry of 
Archaeological reports maintained by MTCS; 
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9.0 ADVICE ON COMPLIANCE WITH LEGISLATION 
 
While not part of the archaeological record, this report must include the following standard 
advisory statements for the benefit of the proponent and the approval authority in the land 
use planning and development process: 
 

a. This report is submitted to the Minister of Tourism and Culture as a condition of 
licensing in accordance with Part VI of the Ontario Heritage Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. 
0.18.  The report is reviewed to ensure that it complies with the standards and 
guidelines issued by the Minister, and that the archaeological fieldwork and report 
recommendations ensure the conservation, protection and preservation of the cultural 
heritage of Ontario.  When all matters relating to archaeological sites within the 
project area of a development proposal have been addressed to the satisfaction of the 
Ministry of Tourism and Culture, a letter will be issued by the ministry stating that 
there are no further concerns with regard to alterations to archaeological sites by the 
proposed development. 
 

b. It is an offence under Sections 48 and 69 of the Ontario Heritage Act for any party 
other than a licensed archaeologist to make any alteration to a known archaeological 
site or to remove any artifact or other physical evidence of past human use or activity 
from the site, until such time as a licensed archaeologist has completed 
archaeological fieldwork on the site, submitted a report to the Minister stating that 
the site has no further cultural heritage value or interest, and the report has been 
filed in the Ontario Public Register of Archaeological Reports referred to in Section 
65.1 of the Ontario Heritage Act. 

 
c. Should previously undocumented archaeological resources be discovered, they may 

be a new archaeological site and therefore subject to Section 48 (1) of the Ontario 
Heritage Act. The proponent or person discovering the archaeological resources 
must cease alteration of the site immediately and engage a licensed archaeologist to 
carry out archaeological fieldwork, in compliance with sec. 48 (1) of the Ontario 
Heritage Act. 

 
d. The Cemeteries Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. C.4 and the Funeral, Burial and Cremation 

Services Act, 2002, S.O. 2002, c.33 (when proclaimed in force) require that any 
person discovering human remains must notify the police or coroner and the 
Registrar of Cemeteries at the Ministry of Consumer Services. 

 
e. Archaeological sites recommended for further archaeological fieldwork or protection 

remain subject to Section 48 (1) of the Ontario Heritage Act and may not be altered, 
or have artifacts removed from them, except by a person holding an archaeological 
licence. 
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MAP 1 LOCATION OF THE STUDY AREA (ESRI 2018) 
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MAP 2 FACSIMILE SEGMENT OF THE HISTORIC ATLAS MAP OF THE TOWNSHIP OF 

SANDWICH (BELDEN, H. & CO. 1881) 
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MAP 3 LOCATION MAP (LANDMARK ENGINEERS INC. 2019) 
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MAP 4 AERIAL PHOTO OF THE STUDY AREA (GOOGLE EARTH 2011) 
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MAP 5     DETAILED PLAN OF THE STUDY AREA 
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Ministry of Tourism,
Culture and Sport

Programs & Services Branch
401 Bay Street, Suite 1700
Toronto ON M7A 0A7

Criteria for Evaluating Potential
for Built Heritage Resources and
Cultural Heritage Landscapes
A Checklist for the Non-Specialist

The purpose of the checklist is to determine:

• if a property(ies) or project area:

• is a recognized heritage property

• may be of cultural heritage value

• it includes all areas that may be impacted by project activities, including – but not limited to:

• the main project area

• temporary storage

• staging and working areas

• temporary roads and detours

Processes covered under this checklist, such as:

• Planning Act

• Environmental Assessment Act

• Aggregates Resources Act

• Ontario Heritage Act – Standards and Guidelines for Conservation of Provincial Heritage Properties

Cultural Heritage Evaluation Report (CHER)

If you are not sure how to answer one or more of the questions on the checklist, you may want to hire a qualified person(s)
(see page 5 for definitions) to undertake a cultural heritage evaluation report (CHER).

The CHER will help you:

• identify, evaluate and protect cultural heritage resources on your property or project area

• reduce potential delays and risks to a project

Other checklists

Please use a separate checklist for your project, if:

• you are seeking a Renewable Energy Approval under Ontario Regulation 359/09 – separate checklist

• your Parent Class EA document has an approved screening criteria (as referenced in Question 1)

Please refer to the Instructions pages for more detailed information and when completing this form.
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Project or Property Name

Project or Property Location (upper and lower or single tier municipality)

Proponent Name

Proponent Contact Information

Screening Questions

Yes No

1. Is there a pre-approved screening checklist, methodology or process in place?

If Yes, please follow the pre-approved screening checklist, methodology or process.

If No, continue to Question 2.

Part A: Screening for known (or recognized) Cultural Heritage Value

Yes No

2. Has the property (or project area) been evaluated before and found not to be of cultural heritage value?

If Yes, do not complete the rest of the checklist.

The proponent, property owner and/or approval authority will:

• summarize the previous evaluation and

• add this checklist to the project file, with the appropriate documents that demonstrate a cultural heritage
evaluation was undertaken

The summary and appropriate documentation may be:

• submitted as part of a report requirement

• maintained by the property owner, proponent or approval authority

If No, continue to Question 3.

Yes No

3. Is the property (or project area):

a. identified, designated or otherwise protected under the Ontario Heritage Act as being of cultural heritage
value?

b. a National Historic Site (or part of)?

c. designated under the Heritage Railway Stations Protection Act?

d. designated under the Heritage Lighthouse Protection Act?

e. identified as a Federal Heritage Building by the Federal Heritage Buildings Review Office (FHBRO)?

f. located within a United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) World
Heritage Site?

If Yes to any of the above questions, you need to hire a qualified person(s) to undertake:

• a Cultural Heritage Evaluation Report, if a Statement of Cultural Heritage Value has not previously been
prepared or the statement needs to be updated

If a Statement of Cultural Heritage Value has been prepared previously and if alterations or development are
proposed, you need to hire a qualified person(s) to undertake:

• a Heritage Impact Assessment (HIA) – the report will assess and avoid, eliminate or mitigate impacts

If No, continue to Question 4.

Oldcastle Stormwater Master Plan Class Environmental Assessment

Oldcastle, Tecumseh, Ontario - See attached project location map

Liz Michaud, Landmark Engineers Inc. - On behalf of the Town of Tecumseh

lmichaud@landmarkengineers.ca, 2280 Ambadssador Drive, Windsor, ON N9C 4E4
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Part B: Screening for Potential Cultural Heritage Value

Yes No

4. Does the property (or project area) contain a parcel of land that:

a. is the subject of a municipal, provincial or federal commemorative or interpretive plaque?

b. has or is adjacent to a known burial site and/or cemetery?

c. is in a Canadian Heritage River watershed?

d. contains buildings or structures that are 40 or more years old?

Part C: Other Considerations

Yes No

5. Is there local or Aboriginal knowledge or accessible documentation suggesting that the property (or project area):

a. is considered a landmark in the local community or contains any structures or sites that are important in
defining the character of the area?

b. has a special association with a community, person or historical event?

c. contains or is part of a cultural heritage landscape?

If Yes to one or more of the above questions (Part B and C), there is potential for cultural heritage resources on the
property or within the project area.

You need to hire a qualified person(s) to undertake:

• a Cultural Heritage Evaluation Report (CHER)

If the property is determined to be of cultural heritage value and alterations or development is proposed, you need to
hire a qualified person(s) to undertake:

• a Heritage Impact Assessment (HIA) – the report will assess and avoid, eliminate or mitigate impacts

If No to all of the above questions, there is low potential for built heritage or cultural heritage landscape on the
property.

The proponent, property owner and/or approval authority will:

• summarize the conclusion

• add this checklist with the appropriate documentation to the project file

The summary and appropriate documentation may be:

• submitted as part of a report requirement e.g. under the Environmental Assessment Act, Planning Act
processes

• maintained by the property owner, proponent or approval authority
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Instructions

Please have the following available, when requesting information related to the screening questions below:

• a clear map showing the location and boundary of the property or project area

• large scale and small scale showing nearby township names for context purposes

• the municipal addresses of all properties within the project area

• the lot(s), concession(s), and parcel number(s) of all properties within a project area

For more information, see the Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport’s Ontario Heritage Toolkit or Standards and Guidelines for
Conservation of Provincial Heritage Properties.

In this context, the following definitions apply:

• qualified person(s) means individuals – professional engineers, architects, archaeologists, etc. – having relevant,
recent experience in the conservation of cultural heritage resources.

• proponent means a person, agency, group or organization that carries out or proposes to carry out an undertaking
or is the owner or person having charge, management or control of an undertaking.

1. Is there a pre-approved screening checklist, methodology or process in place?

An existing checklist, methodology or process may already be in place for identifying potential cultural heritage resources,
including:

• one endorsed by a municipality

• an environmental assessment process e.g. screening checklist for municipal bridges

• one that is approved by the Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport (MTCS) under the Ontario government’
Standards & Guidelines for Conservation of Provincial Heritage Properties [s.B.2.]

Part A: Screening for known (or recognized) Cultural Heritage Value

2. Has the property (or project area) been evaluated before and found not to be of cultural heritage value?

Respond ‘yes’ to this question, if all of the following are true:

A property can be considered not to be of cultural heritage value if:

• a Cultural Heritage Evaluation Report (CHER) - or equivalent - has been prepared for the property with the advice of
a qualified person and it has been determined not to be of cultural heritage value and/or

• the municipal heritage committee has evaluated the property for its cultural heritage value or interest and determined
that the property is not of cultural heritage value or interest

A property may need to be re-evaluated, if:

• there is evidence that its heritage attributes may have changed

• new information is available

• the existing Statement of Cultural Heritage Value does not provide the information necessary to manage the property

• the evaluation took place after 2005 and did not use the criteria in Regulations 9/06 and 10/06

Note: Ontario government ministries and public bodies [prescribed under Regulation 157/10] may continue to use their existing
evaluation processes, until the evaluation process required under section B.2 of the Standards & Guidelines for Conservation of
Provincial Heritage Properties has been developed and approved by MTCS.

To determine if your property or project area has been evaluated, contact:

• the approval authority

• the proponent

• the Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport

3a. Is the property (or project area) identified, designated or otherwise protected under the Ontario Heritage Act as
being of cultural heritage value e.g.:

i. designated under the Ontario Heritage Act

• individual designation (Part IV)

• part of a heritage conservation district (Part V)
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Individual Designation – Part IV

A property that is designated:

• by a municipal by-law as being of cultural heritage value or interest [s.29 of the Ontario Heritage Act]

• by order of the Minister of Tourism, Culture and Sport as being of cultural heritage value or interest of provincial
significance [s.34.5]. Note: To date, no properties have been designated by the Minister.

Heritage Conservation District – Part V

A property or project area that is located within an area designated by a municipal by-law as a heritage conservation district [s. 41
of the Ontario Heritage Act].

For more information on Parts IV and V, contact:

• municipal clerk

• Ontario Heritage Trust 

• local land registry office (for a title search)

ii. subject of an agreement, covenant or easement entered into under Parts II or IV of the Ontario Heritage Act

An agreement, covenant or easement is usually between the owner of a property and a conservation body or level of government.
It is usually registered on title.

The primary purpose of the agreement is to:

• preserve, conserve, and maintain a cultural heritage resource

• prevent its destruction, demolition or loss

For more information, contact:

• Ontario Heritage Trust - for an agreement, covenant or easement [clause 10 (1) (c) of the Ontario Heritage Act]

• municipal clerk – for a property that is the subject of an easement or a covenant [s.37 of the Ontario Heritage Act]

• local land registry office (for a title search)

iii. listed on a register of heritage properties maintained by the municipality

Municipal registers are the official lists - or record - of cultural heritage properties identified as being important to the community.

Registers include:

• all properties that are designated under the Ontario Heritage Act (Part IV or V)

• properties that have not been formally designated, but have been identified as having cultural heritage value or
interest to the community

For more information, contact:

• municipal clerk

• municipal heritage planning staff

• municipal heritage committee

iv. subject to a notice of:

• intention to designate (under Part IV of the Ontario Heritage Act)

• a Heritage Conservation District study area bylaw (under Part V of the Ontario Heritage Act)

A property that is subject to a notice of intention to designate as a property of cultural heritage value or interest and the notice
is in accordance with:

• section 29 of the Ontario Heritage Act

• section 34.6 of the Ontario Heritage Act. Note: To date, the only applicable property is Meldrum Bay Inn, Manitoulin
Island. [s.34.6]

An area designated by a municipal by-law made under section 40.1 of the Ontario Heritage Act as a heritage conservation
district study area.

For more information, contact:

• municipal clerk – for a property that is the subject of notice of intention [s. 29 and s. 40.1]

• Ontario Heritage Trust
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v. included in the Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport’s list of provincial heritage properties

Provincial heritage properties are properties the Government of Ontario owns or controls that have cultural heritage value or
interest.

The Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport (MTCS) maintains a list of all provincial heritage properties based on information
provided by ministries and prescribed public bodies. As they are identified, MTCS adds properties to the list of provincial heritage
properties.

For more information, contact the MTCS Registrar at registrar@ontario.ca.

3b. Is the property (or project area) a National Historic Site (or part of)?

National Historic Sites are properties or districts of national historic significance that are designated by the Federal Minister of the
Environment, under the Canada National Parks Act, based on the advice of the Historic Sites and Monuments Board of Canada.

For more information, see the National Historic Sites website.

3c. Is the property (or project area) designated under the Heritage Railway Stations Protection Act?

The Heritage Railway Stations Protection Act protects heritage railway stations that are owned by a railway company under
federal jurisdiction. Designated railway stations that pass from federal ownership may continue to have cultural heritage value.

For more information, see the Directory of Designated Heritage Railway Stations.

3d. Is the property (or project area) designated under the Heritage Lighthouse Protection Act?

The Heritage Lighthouse Protection Act helps preserve historically significant Canadian lighthouses. The Act sets up a public
nomination process and includes heritage building conservation standards for lighthouses which are officially designated.

For more information, see the Heritage Lighthouses of Canada website.

3e. Is the property (or project area) identified as a Federal Heritage Building by the Federal Heritage Buildings Review
Office?

The role of the Federal Heritage Buildings Review Office (FHBRO) is to help the federal government protect the heritage buildings
it owns. The policy applies to all federal government departments that administer real property, but not to federal Crown
Corporations.

For more information, contact the Federal Heritage Buildings Review Office.

See a directory of all federal heritage designations.

3f. Is the property (or project area) located within a United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO) World Heritage Site?

A UNESCO World Heritage Site is a place listed by UNESCO as having outstanding universal value to humanity under the
Convention Concerning the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage. In order to retain the status of a World Heritage
Site, each site must maintain its character defining features.

Currently, the Rideau Canal is the only World Heritage Site in Ontario.

For more information, see Parks Canada – World Heritage Site website.

Part B: Screening for potential Cultural Heritage Value

4a. Does the property (or project area) contain a parcel of land that has a municipal, provincial or federal
commemorative or interpretive plaque?

Heritage resources are often recognized with formal plaques or markers.

Plaques are prepared by:

• municipalities

• provincial ministries or agencies

• federal ministries or agencies

• local non-government or non-profit organizations
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For more information, contact:

• municipal heritage committees or local heritage organizations – for information on the location of plaques in their
community

• Ontario Historical Society’s Heritage directory – for a list of historical societies and heritage organizations

• Ontario Heritage Trust – for a list of plaques commemorating Ontario’s history

• Historic Sites and Monuments Board of Canada – for a list of plaques commemorating Canada’s history

4b. Does the property (or project area) contain a parcel of land that has or is adjacent to a known burial site and/or
cemetery?

For more information on known cemeteries and/or burial sites, see:

• Cemeteries Regulations, Ontario Ministry of Consumer Services – for a database of registered cemeteries

• Ontario Genealogical Society (OGS) – to locate records of Ontario cemeteries, both currently and no longer in
existence; cairns, family plots and burial registers

• Canadian County Atlas Digital Project – to locate early cemeteries

In this context, adjacent means contiguous or as otherwise defined in a municipal official plan.

4c. Does the property (or project area) contain a parcel of land that is in a Canadian Heritage River watershed?

The Canadian Heritage River System is a national river conservation program that promotes, protects and enhances the best
examples of Canada’s river heritage.

Canadian Heritage Rivers must have, and maintain, outstanding natural, cultural and/or recreational values, and a high level of
public support.

For more information, contact the Canadian Heritage River System.

If you have questions regarding the boundaries of a watershed, please contact:

• your conservation authority

• municipal staff

4d. Does the property (or project area) contain a parcel of land that contains buildings or structures that are 40 or more
years old?

A 40 year ‘rule of thumb’ is typically used to indicate the potential of a site to be of cultural heritage value. The approximate age
of buildings and/or structures may be estimated based on:

• history of the development of the area

• fire insurance maps

• architectural style

• building methods

Property owners may have information on the age of any buildings or structures on their property. The municipality, local land
registry office or library may also have background information on the property.

Note: 40+ year old buildings or structure do not necessarily hold cultural heritage value or interest; their age simply indicates a
higher potential.

A building or structure can include:

• residential structure

• farm building or outbuilding

• industrial, commercial, or institutional building

• remnant or ruin

• engineering work such as a bridge, canal, dams, etc.

For more information on researching the age of buildings or properties, see the Ontario Heritage Tool Kit Guide Heritage
Property Evaluation.
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Part C: Other Considerations

5a. Is there local or Aboriginal knowledge or accessible documentation suggesting that the property (or project area) is
considered a landmark in the local community or contains any structures or sites that are important to defining the
character of the area?

Local or Aboriginal knowledge may reveal that the project location is situated on a parcel of land that has potential landmarks or
defining structures and sites, for instance:

• buildings or landscape features accessible to the public or readily noticeable and widely known

• complexes of buildings

• monuments

• ruins

5b. Is there local or Aboriginal knowledge or accessible documentation suggesting that the property (or project area)
has a special association with a community, person or historical event?

Local or Aboriginal knowledge may reveal that the project location is situated on a parcel of land that has a special association
with a community, person or event of historic interest, for instance:

• Aboriginal sacred site

• traditional-use area

• battlefield

• birthplace of an individual of importance to the community

5c. Is there local or Aboriginal knowledge or accessible documentation suggesting that the property (or project area)
contains or is part of a cultural heritage landscape?

Landscapes (which may include a combination of archaeological resources, built heritage resources and landscape elements)
may be of cultural heritage value or interest to a community.

For example, an Aboriginal trail, historic road or rail corridor may have been established as a key transportation or trade route
and may have been important to the early settlement of an area. Parks, designed gardens or unique landforms such as
waterfalls, rock faces, caverns, or mounds are areas that may have connections to a particular event, group or belief.

For more information on Questions 5.a., 5.b. and 5.c., contact:

• Elders in Aboriginal Communities or community researchers who may have information on potential cultural heritage
resources. Please note that Aboriginal traditional knowledge may be considered sensitive.

• municipal heritage committees or local heritage organizations

• Ontario Historical Society’s “Heritage Directory” - for a list of historical societies and heritage organizations in the
province

An internet search may find helpful resources, including:

• historical maps

• historical walking tours

• municipal heritage management plans

• cultural heritage landscape studies

• municipal cultural plans

Information specific to trails may be obtained through Ontario Trails.
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Statement of Qualifications and Limitations 

The attached Report (the “Report”) has been prepared by AECOM Canada Ltd.  (“AECOM”) for the benefit of the Client (“Client”) in 

accordance with the agreement between AECOM and Client, including the scope of work detailed therein (the “Agreement”). 

 

The information, data, recommendations and conclusions contained in the Report (collectively, the “Information”): 

 

▪ is subject to the scope, schedule, and other constraints and limitations in the Agreement and the qualifications 

contained in the Report (the “Limitations”); 

▪ represents AECOM’s professional judgement in light of the Limitations and industry standards for the preparation of 

similar reports; 

▪ may be based on information provided to AECOM which has not been independently verified; 

▪ has not been updated since the date of issuance of the Report and its accuracy is limited to the time period and 

circumstances in which it was collected, processed, made or issued; 

▪ must be read as a whole and sections thereof should not be read out of such context; 

▪ was prepared for the specific purposes described in the Report and the Agreement; and  

▪ in the case of subsurface, environmental or geotechnical conditions, may be based on limited testing and on the 

assumption that such conditions are uniform and not variable either geographically or over time. 

 

AECOM shall be entitled to rely upon the accuracy and completeness of information that was provided to it and has no 

obligation to update such information.  AECOM accepts no responsibility for any events or circumstances that may have 

occurred since the date on which the Report was prepared and, in the case of subsurface, environmental or geotechnical 

conditions, is not responsible for any variability in such conditions, geographically or over time. 

 

AECOM agrees that the Report represents its professional judgement as described above and that the Information has been 

prepared for the specific purpose and use described in the Report and the Agreement, but AECOM makes no other 

representations, or any guarantees or warranties whatsoever, whether express or implied, with respect to the Report, the 

Information or any part thereof. 

 

Without in any way limiting the generality of the foregoing, any estimates or opinions regarding probable construction costs or 

construction schedule provided by AECOM represent AECOM’s professional judgement in light of its experience and the 

knowledge and information available to it at the time of preparation. Since AECOM has no control over market or economic 

conditions, prices for construction labour, equipment or materials or bidding procedures, AECOM, its directors, officers and 

employees are not able to, nor do they, make any representations, warranties or guarantees whatsoever, whether express or 

implied, with respect to such estimates or opinions, or their variance from actual construction costs or schedules, and accept no 

responsibility for any loss or damage arising therefrom or in any way related thereto. Persons relying on such estimates or 

opinions do so at their own risk. 

 

Except (1) as agreed to in writing by AECOM and Client; (2) as required by-law; or (3) to the extent used by governmental 

reviewing agencies for the purpose of obtaining permits or approvals, the Report and the Information may be used and relied 

upon only by Client.  

 

AECOM accepts no responsibility, and denies any liability whatsoever, to parties other than Client who may obtain access to the 

Report or the Information for any injury, loss or damage suffered by such parties arising from their use of, reliance upon, or 

decisions or actions based on the Report or any of the Information (“improper use of the Report”), except to the extent those 

parties have obtained the prior written consent of AECOM to use and rely upon the Report and the Information. Any injury, loss 

or damages arising from improper use of the Report shall be borne by the party making such use. 

 

This Statement of Qualifications and Limitations is attached to and forms part of the Report and any use of the Report is subject 

to the terms hereof. 
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Executive Summary 

AECOM was retained by Landmark Engineers Inc to complete a desktop Cultural Heritage Screening Review as part 
of the Oldcastle Stormwater Management Plan. The purpose of this Screening Review is to identify recognised and 
potential cultural heritage resources within the Master Plan Study Area, so that potential constraints and opportunities 
for further stormwater infrastructure work can be identified. Given the scale of the Study Area, and the uncertainty of 
servicing locations, it is understood that a comprehensive Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (CHAR) or Cultural 
Heritage Evaluation Report (CHER) is not required at this time. As a result, a scoped Cultural Heritage Screening 
Report has been prepared based on the screening questions included in the Ontario Ministry of Heritage, Tourism, 
Sport, and Culture Industries’ Criteria for Evaluating Potential for Built Heritage Resources and Cultural Heritage 
Landscapes checklist document. The Study Area for the Oldcastle Stormwater Management Plan is located in the 
Town of Tecumseh, Ontario. It is irregular in shape, and approximately 900 hectares in size. The Study Area is 
located south of Highway 401 and is roughly bounded by the Talbot Road/Howard Avenue Diversion in the west, 
Concession Road 9 to the east, and Talbot Road to the south. Walker Road follows a north-south orientation through 
the Study Area. 
 

No listed or designated properties were identified as part of the resource identification completed for this report. 

However, four potential built heritage resources were identified within the Study Area. Based on the nature of this 

report, the individual properties not preliminary assessed pursuant to the criteria outlined in Ontario Regulation 

9/06, however, if project planning identifies the potential for the project to result in impacts to building, structures, or 

landscape components within the Study Area, a qualified heritage consultant should be retained in order to identify 

potential further reporting requirements including Cultural Heritage Evaluation Reports (CHER) or Heritage Impact 

Assessments (HIA). 

 

The proposed project will not have anticipated adverse impacts on cultural heritage resources, and thus, no 

mitigation measures are recommended at this time, however, the avoidance measures described in Section 4.1.2. 

should be followed for each property or potential heritage resource, as appropriate.  

 

This Screening Review was prepared by Liam Smythe, a Cultural Heritage Researcher with AECOM. Charlton 

Carscallen, M.A., Cultural Resources Technical Practices Manager acted as project lead. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Study Purpose 

AECOM was retained by Landmark Engineers Inc to complete a desktop Cultural Heritage Screening Review as part 
of the Oldcastle Stormwater Management Plan. The purpose of this Screening Review is to identify recognised and 
potential cultural heritage resources within the Master Plan Study Area, so that potential constraints and opportunities 
for further stormwater infrastructure work can be identified. Given the scale of the Study Area, and the uncertainty of 
servicing locations, it is understood that a comprehensive Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (CHAR) or Cultural 
Heritage Evaluation Report (CHER) is not required at this time.  

1.2 Methodology 

This Cultural Heritage Screening Report has been prepared based on the screening questions included in the 

Ontario Ministry of Heritage, Tourism, Sport, and Culture Industries’ Criteria for Evaluating Potential for Built 

Heritage Resources and Cultural Heritage Landscapes checklist document. To complete this Cultural Heritage 

Screening Report, AECOM undertook the following tasks:  

▪ Background research to develop a high-level land use history associated with the development of the Study 

Area; 

▪ Review of publicly available municipal, provincial, and federal heritage registers and inventories to identify 

potential for recognised cultural heritage resources to be located within the Study Area; 

▪ Consultation with municipal staff, including planning or heritage planning staff (if applicable) to identify 

recognised or potential cultural heritage resources within the Study Area; 

▪ Analysis of historic mapping and historical aerial imagery to identify potential cultural heritage resources, and; 

▪ Preparation of recommendations based on the outcomes of the screening tasks to identify areas where known 

or potential cultural heritage resources may be located in order to inform further project design phases.  
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2. Description of Study Area 

2.1 Study Area Description 

2.1.1 Existing Conditions 

The Study Area for the Oldcastle Stormwater Management Plan is located in the Town of Tecumseh, Ontario. It is 

irregular in shape, and approximately 900 hectares in size. The Study Area is located south of Highway 401, and is 

roughly bounded by the Talbot Road/Howard Avenue Diversion in the west, Concession Road 9 to the east, and 

Talbot Road to the south. Walker Road follows a north-south orientation through the Study Area.  

 

Land use within the Study Area is primarily commercial and industrial. Particularly along North Talbot Road and 

Walker Road are large concentrations of one and two-storey commercial offices, warehouses and small 

manufacturing facilities. Residential communities are located along Talbot Road near Walker Road, as well as on 

Oldcastle Road. The eastern section of the Study Area is largely agricultural lands. Two large cemeteries are 

located on the south side of Talbot Road between Walker Road and Outer Drive.  

2.1.2 Historical Overview 

2.1.2.1 Essex County 

The earliest settlement of the Essex area by Europeans began in 1749, when French settlers were granted land 

along the riverfront. Much of the land along the corridor was open farmland, surveyed in a unique fusion of the 

French pattern of long, narrow lots, and the rectilinear British grid of standard lots and concessions. Successive 

waves of immigration by Loyalists and British during the first half of the 19th century populated the upper 

concessions, and they remained primarily agricultural into the early 20th century. By the 19th century there were 

three settlement cores: Sandwich, Windsor, and Walkerville - the core communities that now form the City of 

Windsor1.  By the mid-19th century, early settlement roadways had been established. 

 

2.1.2.2 Town of Tecumseh 

The Town of Tecumseh was established in 1792 as Ryegate, and the name was not changed until 1912 when it 

was renamed in honour of Tecumseh, a Shawnee Warrior who was killed in the War of 1812. 2  Settlement of the 

Town was truly opened up with the establishment of the Great Western Railway and Tecumseh Road in 1838. 

Travellers utilized the many hotels that were built in Tecumseh prior to their departure to Windsor.  The settlement 

of the Town consisted primarily by the descendants of Frenchmen who had established holdings along the banks of 

the river in the 1700s.  

                                                      
1 Culture Resource Management Group Limited. Archaeological Management Plan for the City of Windsor. 2005  
2 Town of Tecumseh. History of Tecumseh. Accessed November 19, 2019 from https://www.tecumseh.ca/en/things-to-do/history-of-

tecumseh.aspx#Tecumseh 
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2.1.2.3 Oldcastle 

Oldcastle, located south of Windsor, is an area that began as an Irish immigrant outpost. It was the last rest stop for 

stagecoaches leaving Windsor for Essex County. The community is found on the 1881 Historical Atlas map at the 

intersection of Highway 3 (Talbot Road) and Oldcastle Road, along with a Post Office, hotel and Toll Gate. The 

establishment of the Oldcastle Post Office is credited to a Michael McCarthy, who was also the postmaster as of 

1878.3  The post office is also found in the Canadian Almanac and Directory from 1889. 4 

2.1.2.4 Talbot Road 

Sections of Ontario’s Highway 3 follow the historic Talbot Road. Named for Colonel Thomas Talbot, the road was 

one of the earliest pioneer routes, designed to provide access for settlers along the north shore of Lake Erie. The 

road was originally surveyed in 1804 by John Bostwick and ran from Sayle’s Mills (now Waterford) to the 

community of Port Talbot, where the Talbot River flows into Lake Erie. In 1809, Mahlon Burwell realigned sections 

of the road and extended it to St. Thomas. He was ordered to extend the road to Amherstburg two years later, and 

to survey branch routes to connect the road to settlements to the north. The road remained a major thoroughfare 

during the nineteenth century and was later incorporated as part of Ontario’s Highway 3, which ran from Windsor to 

Niagara Falls, in 1920.  

 

 

                                                      
3 J. H. Beers and Co. Commemorative biographical record of the county of Essex, Ontario. 1905. Pp. 71.  
4 Haddon, John. The Canadian Almanac, and Repository of Useful Knowledge, for the Year 1889. (Toronto: The Copp, Clark Company, 

1889), pp. 129. 
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Figure 1: Study Area 
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Figure 2: Study Area Aerial 
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3. Cultural Heritage Resources 

3.1 Context  

As part of this review for cultural heritage resources, AECOM consulted relevant municipalities and provincial 

registers, and consulted federal heritage directories and inventories in order to identify recognized heritage properties. 

In addition, a review of historical mapping and aerial photography was completed in order to identify the presence of 

potential cultural heritage resources as part of the Study Area. For the purposes of this report, all of the properties, 

buildings, and structures identified are considered cultural heritage resources (CHR), however each CHR can be 

further categorized as: 

 

▪ Recognized Heritage Properties – consisting of municipally, provincially, or federally designated or listed 

properties that have an existing level of heritage protection, designation, or recognition; 

▪ Potential Heritage Properties – consisting of properties that contain buildings or structures that appear 

to be older than 40 years of age, and therefore have the potential to be evaluated for their cultural heritage 

value or interest; and 

▪ Cultural Heritage Landscapes – broadly defined as a geographical area that is modified by human 

activity and is identified as having cultural heritage value or interest). 

3.2 Recognized Heritage Resources 

AECOM reviewed available municipal, provincial, and federal heritage registers and inventories in order to identify 

recognized heritage properties within or adjacent to the Study Area. In order to review relevant inventories and 

registers, AECOM reviewed the following resources: 

 

▪ Town of Tecumseh; 

▪ Ontario Heritage Trust (OHT) Register of Provincial Heritage Properties 

▪ Canadian Register of Historic Places; and 

▪ Parks Canada Directory of Federal Heritage Designations. 

 

No previously recognized resources were identified from these registers. In addition, AECOM requested information 

from staff at the Town of Tecumseh. A response was not received at the time of writing.  

3.3 Potential Heritage Resources 

In addition to a review of formally recognized properties, AECOM used the MHSTCI rolling 40-year rule, a guideline 

for identifying properties with the potential to have heritage value, in order to screen the Study Area for the potential 

of a site or property to be of cultural heritage value or interest. The approximate age of buildings and/or structures 

may be estimated on history of the development of an area, historic mapping, architectural styles, or building 

methods. Properties with 40+ year old buildings or structures do not necessarily hold cultural heritage value or 

interest; their age simply indicates a higher potential. As a result of these efforts, the following four properties were 

identified as having potential cultural heritage value or interest:  
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Built Resource Inventory Form – BHR 1 
 
Street Address: 2170 Talbot Road 
 

 

Resource Category: Residential 
 

Current Use: Residential 
 

Construction Period: Between 1877 and 
1881  
 

Structural Material: Wood 
 

Cladding: Aluminum Siding 

Roof Type/Material: Hipped roof with asphalt 
shingles.  

Description: 2-storeyframe house with L-shaped plan and hipped roof. The 1881 Map of Essex 
County by H. Belden and Company identifies a house on this property, with Stephen Collins listed 
as landowner.  

 

 

Built Resource Inventory Form – BHR 2 
 
Street Address: 1780 Talbot Road 
 

 

Resource Category: Residential 
 

Current Use: Residential 
 

Construction Period: Between 1877 and 
1881  
 

Structural Material: Wood 
 

Cladding: Aluminum siding 

Roof Type/Material: Intersecting gable roof 
with asphalt shingles. 

Description: 2-storey frame house with L-Shape plan and intersecting gable roof. Although difficult 
to discern due to the scale of the map, the 1881 H. Belden Map of Essex County appears to show 
a house on this property with Charles Pounding as landowner.  
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Built Resource Inventory Form – BHR 3 
 
Street Address: 2725 Talbot Road  
 

 

Resource Category: Residential 
 

Current Use: Residential 
 

Construction Period: Pre-1877  
 

Structural Material: Wood 
 

Cladding: Vinyl siding and brick veneer 

Roof Type/Material: Side gable roof with 
asphalt shingles and front-facing dormers 

Description: 1 -1/2 storey frame house with intersecting gable roof and brick chimney. Appears to 
have had several additions. The 1877 R.M. Thackabury Map of Essex County, and the 1881 H. 
Belden and Company Map both show a hotel at this location. The present building may possibly 
be that building. The present intersection of Talbot Road and Oldcastle Road was the centre of the 
community of Oldcastle during the nineteenth century.  

 

Built Resource Inventory Form – BHR 4 
 
 
Street Address: 3995 North Talbot Road 
 

 

Resource Category: Residential 
 

Current Use: Residential 
 

Construction Period: Circa 1900-1920  
 

Structural Material: Wood 
 

Cladding: Vinyl siding 

Roof Type/Material: Side gable roof with 
asphalt shingles and front-facing dormers 

Description: 2-storey Edwardian four square house with hipped roof, front and side-facing 
dormers. House is not illustrated on either the 1877 or 1881 Historic Maps. The design of the house 
would suggest it was constructed in the 1900-1920 period.  
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4. Preliminary Impact Assessment 

4.1 Avoidance of Potential Impacts 

The purpose of this Screening Review is to identify recognised and potential cultural heritage resources within the 

Master Plan Study Area, so that potential constraints and opportunities for further stormwater infrastructure work 

can be identified. The following, however, should be considered in the design of the project progresses: 

 

▪ If the design and/or project location are revised, this could have an impact on the identified cultural heritage 

resources, or the resources described in Section 3.3 and their potential heritage attributes. Appropriate 

mitigation measures will need to be developed; and, 

▪ Should further work require an expansion of the current Study Area and/or the development of other 

alternatives, a qualified heritage consultant should be contacted in order to confirm impacts of the 

undertaking on the potential cultural heritage resources. The MHSTCI should also be notified. 

The following considerations should be taken into account during construction of the Project for each cultural 

heritage resource in order to eliminate any potential impacts: 

 

▪ All staging and construction activities should be planned and undertaken to avoid impacts to resources 

identified in Section 3.3. Preventative measures can include, but are not limited to, the installation of 

temporary fencing around resources, the stabilization/protection of resources, and adoption of tree 

protection measures; 

Post-construction landscaping and rehabilitation plans should be undertaken in a manner that is sympathetic to the 

overall setting. Wherever possible, landscaping with historic plant materials for berms or vegetative screens is 

recommended. Plantings, if necessary, should be undertaken in a manner that restores any disrupted landscapes 

to its pre-construction appearance. 
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5. Recommendations 

No listed or designated properties were identified as part of the resource identification completed for this report. 

However, four potential built heritage resources were identified within the Study Area. Based on the nature of this 

report, the individual properties were not preliminarily assessed pursuant to the criteria outlined in Ontario 

Regulation 9/06, however, if project planning identifies the potential for the project to result in impacts to building, 

structures, or landscape components within the Study Area, a qualified heritage consultant should be retained in 

order to identify potential further reporting requirements including Cultural Heritage Evaluation Reports (CHER) or 

Heritage Impact Assessments (HIA). 

 

The proposed project will not have anticipated adverse impacts on cultural heritage resources, and thus, no 

mitigation measures are recommended at this time, however, the avoidance measures described in Section 4.1 

should be followed for each property or potential heritage resource, as appropriate.  
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6. Maps  
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Figure 3: Study Area shown on the 1877 R.M. Thackabury Map of Essex County 
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Figure 4: Study Area shown on the 1881 Illustrated Historic Atlas of Essex County, published by H. Belden & Co.  
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Figure 5-1: Built Heritage Resource 1, Aerial Photo 
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Figure 5-2: Built Heritage Resource 2, Aerial Photo 
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Figure 5-3: Built Heritage Resource 3, Aerial Photo 
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Figure 5-4: Built Heritage Resource 4, Aerial Photo 
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Landmark Engineers Inc. 
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MHSTCI File : 0011548 
Proponent : Town of Tecumseh 
Subject : Notice of Study Completion 
Project : Oldcastle Stormwater Master Plan 
Location : Oldcastle Business Park, Town of Tecumseh 

 

 
Dear Ms. Michaud: 
 
Thank you for providing the Ministry of Heritage, Sport, Tourism and Culture Industries (MHSTCI) 
with the Notice of Study Completion for the above-referenced project. MHSTCI’s interest in this 
Environmental Assessment (EA) project relates to its mandate of conserving Ontario’s cultural 
heritage, which includes: 

• archaeological resources, including land and marine; 

• built heritage resources, including bridges and monuments; and 

• cultural heritage landscapes. 
 
We have reviewed the Project Information provided on the project website and offer the following 
comments. 
 
Project Summary 
The Town of Tecumseh has undertaken a study of the Oldcastle Business Park to review the 
capacity of the current storm sewer system for current and future development.  This study is in 
fulfillment of Approach #2 for master plans under the Municipal Class EA and is proceeding as a 
Schedule B undertaking. 
 
Review Comments 
We note that a Stage 1 Archaeological Assessment Report and a Cultural Heritage Screening 
Review have been completed for this Master Plan. The recommendations of these technical 
studies should be explicitly undertaken as commitments in the Project File Report, including a 
commitment to complete outstanding cultural heritage work, including Cultural Heritage 
Evaluation Reports and Heritage Impact Assessments where necessary, Stage 2 Archaeological 
Assessment, and any further stages of archaeological assessment arising from the Stage 2 
report, as early as possible in the detail design stage. We further note that the Stage 1 
Archaeological Assessment, completed under PIF # P058-1783-2019, is currently still under 
technical review. No archaeological assessment report should be considered final until a letter 
has been received from MHSTCI indicating that it has been entered into the Ontario Public 
Register of Archaeological Reports.  
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It is the sole responsibility of proponents to ensure that any information and documentation submitted as part of their EA report or file 
is accurate.  MHSTCI makes no representation or warranty as to the completeness, accuracy or quality of the any checklists, reports 
or supporting documentation submitted as part of the EA process, and in no way shall MHSTCI be liable for any harm, damages, 
costs, expenses, losses, claims or actions that may result if any checklists, reports or supporting documents are discovered to be 
inaccurate, incomplete, misleading or fraudulent.  
 
Please notify MHSTCI if archaeological resources are impacted by EA project work. All activities impacting archaeological resources 
must cease immediately, and a licensed archaeologist is required to carry out an archaeological assessment in accordance with the 
Ontario Heritage Act and the Standards and Guidelines for Consultant Archaeologists.   
 
If human remains are encountered, all activities must cease immediately and the local police as well as the Registrar, Burials of the 
Ministry of Government and Consumer Services (416-326-8800) must be contacted. In situations where human remains are 
associated with archaeological resources, MHSTCI should also be notified to ensure that the site is not subject to unlicensed 
alterations which would be a contravention of the Ontario Heritage Act. 

 

Thank you for consulting MHSTCI on this project and please continue to do so throughout the EA 
process.  If you have any questions or require clarification, please do not hesitate to contact me.  
 
Sincerely, 
 
Dan Minkin 
Heritage Planner 
Dan.Minkin@Ontario.ca  
 
Copied to: John Henderson, Town of Tecumseh 


